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1. DApps-MPT Overview 

DApps-MPT is an accurate and efficient software suite for mass-production scale test or 
batch network test. Various packet generation and reception testing items could be 
configured to pre-defined testing modes. The utility of DApps-MPT can load testing models 

easily. All simple and visualized results and detailed testing logs are available to access upon demand.  

Devices Supporting DApps-MPT 
NuDOG-301C NuDOG-801 NuDOG-101T 

Also, please make sure that your PC meets the requirements listed in the table down below before 
installing DApps-MPT. 

OS Windows 2000/XP Windows Vista/7 
CPU Pentium 1.3 GHz or higher 
RAM 512MB RAM 1GB RAM 
HDD 10GB of available hard disk space 

＊Note: Large amount of data will be generated while running DApps-MPT. It is recommended to 
preserve enough available Hard-Disk space to store these data. 

Please see the sections down below for detailed information regarding to NuDOG-301C, NuDOG-801, and 
NuDOG-101T. 
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2. NuDOG-301C Descriptions 

2.1. NuDOG-301C Overview 

NuDOG-301C is a handheld device with two Gigabit ports for 
Ethernet testing. The main functions of NuDOG-301C include 
multi-streams generation, TAP/Loopback test, and NIC 
emulation.  

Connecting NuDOG-301C to its mini-USB port makes it 
possible for system configurations and managements. 
NuDOG-301C is an ideal device for in-field testing. 

NuDOG-301C can work along with a series of utility software 
that qualify industrial standards such as RFC 2889, RFC 2544, and QoS. With these utilities, 
NuDOG-301C is able to conduct throughput test, latency test, error filtering test, forwarding test, and so 
on. Utility software can provide a user-friendly interface for different test configurations when setting test 
parameters and criteria. More optional software is available for extended test requirements. 

With its unique Universal Stream Counter (USC), NuDOG-301C offers real-time statistics of network 
events during packet monitoring and capturing.  

With these advantageous features, NuDOG-301C is your best partner for LAB researching and in-field 
troubleshooting.  
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2.2. Features & Advantages of NuDOG-301C 

 Hardware based wirespeed streams generation, analysis, network TAP and NIC 
 High precision performance for measuring throughput, latency, packet loss and disordered sequence 
 Wirespeed traffic capturing with programmable filter and trigger criteria  
 Supports Universal Stream Counter (USC) with 128 streams 
 RFC 2544 test suite 
 RFC 2889 test suite 
 Layer 1 and Layer 2 loopback test 
 High precision 1 ppm temperature-compensated oscillator provides accurate clock speed to ensure 
the reliability of the tests  

 Adding errors in transmitted traffic to simulate and test abnormal situations  
 Real-time statistics for each port, including transmitted/received frame for VLAN, IPv4, IPv4 fragment, 
IPv4 extension , ICMP, ARP, total bytes/packets, CRC, IPCS error and over-and-under size frames 

 Utility software with user-friendly interface that supports various parameter configurations and meets 
various test requirements  

 512Mbits wirespeed packet capture buffer per port 

2.3. NuDOG-301C Applications in Different Modes 

Stream Generation Mode 

 

In Streams Generation mode, NuDOG-301C generates bi-directional network streams for test 
requirements as the illustration above. 

Both NuDOG-301C's Port A and Port B can generate and receive test streams. The test streams are sent 
and returned to the same NuDOG-301C for DUT (device under test) analysis.  
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TAP/Loopback Mode 

 
TAP Mode 

 
Loopback Mode 

In TAP mode, NuDOG-301C can monitor any data that flows through it. Network TAP is a method of 
monitoring network’s situation dynamically without interference. NuDOG-301C can tap bi-directional or 
uni-directional traffic from different sides (port A and port B) and also provides abundant packet counters. 
In Loopback mode, NuDOG-301C resends the incoming streams back to the source.  

NIC Mode 

 

In this mode, NuDOG-301C simulates network interface card (NIC). 
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2.4. NuDOG-301C Interface Ports 

 

NuDOG-301C Hardware Overview 
A LEDs LEDs that displays NuDOG-301C’s status.  

B Mini-USB Port* 
5 Pin Mini-B Receptacle USB Port. You can manage, configure, or 
update firmware/FPGA when connecting NuDOG-301C to your PC. 
While under TAP mode, this mini-USB port can also re-direct tapped 
packets to PC. 

C Power Jack 12V DC Power Jack for connecting external power adapter.  
D Cooling FAN Fan hole with internal fan for ventilation.  
E Diagnostic Port 8-Pin Mini-DIN Receptacle Diagnostic Port 
F Port B - SFP Port 1000 Mbps Full Duplex SFP Port B 
G Port B - RJ45 Port 10/100/1000 Mbps Half/Full RJ45 Port B

Only one port can be 
used at the same time.  

H Port A - SFP Port 1000 Mbps Full Duplex SFP Port A 
I Port A - RJ45 Port 10/100/1000 Mbps Half/Full RJ45 Port A

Only one port can be 
used at the same time.  

*Please note that when connecting NuDOG-301C with PC via its USB port, DO NOT use a USB hub
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2.5. NuDOG-301C LED Status 

 

LED Status Description 
Green Blinking Power is ON and working properly Power/Fail Yellow Blinking System failed 

USB Green Blinking USB of this device is linked to PC 
Green NuDOG-301C is working under Stream Generation Mode 
Yellow NuDOG-301C is working under TAP Mode SG/TAP 

OFF NuDOG-301C is working under NIC (Network Interface Card) mode
Capture A/B Green Port A/B is under Capturing Mode 

Green ON The RJ45 Port is connected to DUT/Network Link/ACT Green Blinking NuDOG-301C is transmitting or receiving data 
Green ON 1000Mbps connection 

Green Blinking 100Mbps connection Speed 
OFF 10Mbps connection if Link/ACT is ON or blinking 
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3. NuDOG-801 Descriptions 

3.1. NuDOG-801 OVERVIEW 

NuDOG-801 is a handheld device with two 10 Gigabit SFP+ Ports 
for Ethernet testing. The main functions of NuDOG-801 include 
multi-streams generation and NIC emulation.  

Connecting NuDOG-801 to its Standard-B Receptacle USB Port 
makes it possible for system configurations and managements. 
NuDOG-801 is an ideal device for in-field testing.  

NuDOG-801 can work along with a series of utility software that 
qualify industrial standards such as RFC 2889, RFC 2544, and 
QoS. With these utilities, NuDOG-801 is able to conduct 
throughput test, latency test, error filtering test, forwarding test, and so on. Xtramus’ utility software 
provides a user-friendly interface for different test configurations when setting test parameters and criteria. 
More optional software is available for extended test requirements. 

With its unique Universal Stream Counter (USC), NuDOG-801 offers real-time statistics of network events 
during packet monitoring and capturing.  

With these advantageous features, NuDOG-801 is your best partner for LAB researching and in-field 
troubleshooting. 
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3.2. Features & Advantages of NuDOG-801 

 Hardware based wirespeed streams generation, analysis, and NIC 
 High precision performance for measuring throughput, latency, packet loss and disordered sequence 
 Wirespeed traffic capturing with programmable filter and trigger criteria  
 Supports Universal Stream Counter (USC) with 256 streams 
 RFC 2544 test suite 
 RFC 2889 test suite 
 High precision 1 ppm temperature-compensated oscillator provides accurate clock speed to ensure 
the reliability of the tests  

 Adding errors in transmitted traffic to simulate and test abnormal situations 
 Real-time statistics for each port, including transmitted/received frame for VLAN, IPv4, IPv4 fragment, 
IPv4 extension , ICMP, ARP, total bytes/packets, CRC, IPCS error and over-and-under size frames 

 Supports IPv6 
 Utility software with user-friendly interface that supports various parameter configurations and meets 
various test requirements  

 32 Capture Blocks for each Test Port 

3.3. NuDOG-801 Applications in Different Modes 

Stream Generation Mode 

 

In Streams Generation mode, NuDOG-801 generates bi-directional network streams for test requirements 
as the illustration above. 

Both NuDOG-801’s Port A and Port B can generate and receive test streams. The test streams are sent 
and returned to the same NuDOG-801 for DUT (device under test) analysis. 
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TAP/Loopback Mode 

 
TAP Mode 

 

Loopback Mode 

In TAP mode, NuDOG-801 can monitor any data that flows through it. Network TAP is a method of 
monitoring network’s situation dynamically without interference. NuDOG-801 can tap bi-directional or 
uni-directional traffic from different sides (port A and port B) and also provides abundant packet counters. 
In Loopback mode, NuDOG-801 resends the incoming streams back to the source. 

NIC Mode 

 

In this mode, NuDOG-801 simulates network interface card (NIC). 
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3.4. NuDOG-801 Interface Ports 

 

NuDOG-801C Hardware Overview 
A LEDs LEDs that displays NuDOG-801C’s status.  

B Mini-USB Port* 
5 Pin Mini-B Receptacle USB Port. You can manage, configure,
or update firmware/FPGA when connecting NuDOG-801C to 
your PC. While under TAP mode, this mini-USB port can also 
re-direct tapped packets to PC. 

C Power Jack 12V DC Power Jack for connecting external power adapter.  
D Cooling FAN Fan hole with internal fan for ventilation.  
E Diagnostic Port 8-Pin Mini-DIN Receptacle Diagnostic Port 

F 
10 Gigabit Wirespeed 

SFP+ Port 
10 Gigabit Wirespeed SFP+ Port 

*Please note that when connecting NuDOG-801C with PC via its USB port, DO NOT use a USB hub
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3.5. NuDOG-801 LED Status 

 

LED Status Description 
Green Blinking Power is ON and working properly Power/Fail Yellow Blinking System failed 

USB Green Blinking USB of this device is linked to PC 
Yellow Blinking CRC error or packet loss is occurring Error/Loss OFF No CRC error or packet loss is occurring 

Capture A/B Green Port A/B is under Capturing Mode 
Green ON The RJ45 Port is connected to DUT/Network Link/ACT Green Blinking NuDOG-801 is transmitting or receiving data 
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4. NuDOG-101T Descriptions 

4.1. NuDOG-101T OVERVIEW 

NuDOG-101T is a handheld device with two ports for Ethernet testing. 
The main functions of NuDOG-101T include multi-streams generation, 
TAP/Loopback test, and NIC emulation.  

Connecting NuDOG-101T to its mini-USB port makes it possible for 
system configurations and managements. NuDOG-101T is an ideal 
device for in-field testing.  

NuDOG-101T can work along with a series of utility software that 
qualify industrial standards such as RFC 2889, RFC 2544, and QoS. 
With these utilities, NuDOG-101T is able to conduct throughput test, 
latency test, error filtering test, forwarding test, and so on. The utility 
software provides a user-friendly interface for making different test configurations and setting test 
parameters and criteria. More optional software is available for extended test requirements. 

With its unique Universal Stream Counter (USC), NuDOG-101T offers real-time statistics of network 
events during packet monitoring and capturing.  

With these advantageous features, NuDOG-101T is your best partner for LAB researching and in-field 
troubleshooting. 
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4.2. Features & Advantages of NuDOG-101T 

 Hardware based wirespeed streams generation, analysis, network TAP and NIC 
 High precision performance for measuring throughput, latency, packet loss and disordered sequence 
 Wirespeed traffic capturing with programmable filter and trigger criteria  
 Supports Universal Stream Counter (USC) with 128 streams 
 RFC 2544 test suite 
 RFC 2889 test suite 
 Layer 1 and Layer 2 loopback test 
 High precision 1 ppm temperature-compensated oscillator provides accurate clock speed to ensure 
the reliability of the tests  

 Injecting errors in transmitted traffic to simulate and test abnormal situations 
 Real-time statistics for each port, including transmitted /received frame for VLAN, IPv4, IPv4 fragment, 
IPv4 extension , ICMP, ARP, total bytes/packets, CRC, IPCS error and over-and-under size frames 

 User-friendly interface that supports various parameter configurations and meets various test 
requirements  

 256Mbits packet capture buffer per port 

4.3. NuDOG-101T Applications in Different Modes 

Stream Generation Mode 

 

In Streams Generation mode, NuDOG-101T generates bi-directional network streams for test 
requirements as the illustration above. 

Both NuDOG-101T’s Port A and Port B can generate and receive test streams. The test streams are sent 
and returned to the same NuDOG-101T for DUT (device under test) analysis. 
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TAP/Loopback Mode 

 
TAP Mode 

 

Loopback Mode 

In TAP mode, NuDOG-101T can monitor any data that flows through it. Network TAP is a method of 
monitoring network’s situation dynamically without interference. NuDOG-101T can tap bi-directional or 
uni-directional traffic from different sides (port A and port B) and also provides abundant packet counters. 
In Loopback mode, NuDOG-101T resends the incoming streams back to the source. 

NIC Mode 

 

In this mode, NuDOG-101T simulates network interface card (NIC). 
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4.4. NuDOG-101T Interface Ports 

 

NuDOG-101T Hardware Overview 
A Mini-USB Port for connecting NuDOG-101T to PC or for power supply. 
B LEDs that display NuDOG-101T’s system status. 
C Interface Port A/B for connecting NuDOG-101T to DUT or network. 
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4.5. NuDOG-101T LED Status 

 

LED Status Description 
Green Blinking Power is ON and working properly Power Yellow Blinking System failed 

USB Green Blinking USB of this device is linked to PC 
Green NuDOG-101T is working under Packet Generation Mode 
Yellow NuDOG-101T is working under TAP Mode PG/TAP 

OFF NuDOG-101T is working under NIC (Network Interface Card) mode
Capture A/B Green Port A/B is under Capturing Mode 

Green ON The RJ45 Port is connected to DUT/Network Link/ACT Green Blinking NuDOG-101T is transmitting or receiving data 
Green ON 1000Mbps connection 

Green Blinking 100Mbps connection Speed 
OFF 10Mbps connection if Link/ACT is ON or blinking 
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5. Function Description 
Built-in tasks in DApps-MPT include DUT OSC, Unicast, Flow Control, Broadcast, Filter, CRC Error, Ping 
and Console port tasks.  

5.1. Performance Task in Layer 1 (PT1) 

DUT OSC Test 
Test the speed rate of the DUT 

By using this utility, operator is able to measure oscillator's speed of DUT that is either faster or slower 
than standard speed in ppm scale, or use it as criteria to judge the result of test. 

5.2. Performance Tasks in Layer 2 (PT2) 

A. Unicast Test 
Unicast transmission is the sending of information packets to a single destination. In layer 2 test, unique 
MAC address is the key of single destination as illustration below. 

 

Perform unicast test on DUT in layer2 with different speeds, mode and various configurations. 

• PT2-UC-10H (10Mbps Half Duplex), 
• PT2-UC-10F (10Mbps Full Duplex), 
• PT2-UC-100H (100Mbps Half Duplex),  
• PT2-UC-100F (10Mbps Full Duplex),  
• PT2-UC-1G (1000Mbps Full Duplex),  
• PT2-UC-FULL (Perform Unicast performance test by two groups settings with different media type 

such as 100Mbps and 1000Mbps for DUT ports with different maximum speeds) 
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B. Flow Control Test 
Perform flow control test on DUT in layer 2 with different speeds, mode and various configurations. It tests 
the performance when the DUT is connected to media with varied kinds of speed and direction. 

• PT2-FC-10H-100H (10Mbps Half ↔ 100Mbps Half),  
• PT2-FC-100H-10H (100Mbps Half ↔10Mbps Half),  
• PT2-FC-10F-100F (10Mbps Full ↔ 100Mbps Full),  
• PT2-FC-100F-10F (100Mbps Full ↔ 10Mbps Full),  
• PT2-FC-100F-1G (100Mbps Full ↔ 1000Mbps Full),  
• PT2-FC-1G-100F (1000Mbps Full ↔ 100Mbps Full),  
• PT2-FC-FULL (Perform Layer 2 Flow Control tests by two groups with different media type such as 

100Mbps and 1000Mbps for DUT ports with different maximum speeds.) 

C. Broadcast Test 
Broadcasting refers to transmitting packets that will be received (conceptually) by every device on the 
network. 

 

Perform broadcast test on DUT in layer2 with different speeds, mode and various configurations. These 
following tasks transmit broadcast frames (Destination Address: FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF). 

• PT2-BC-10H, (10Mbps, Half Duplex) 
• PT2-BC-10F, (10Mbps, Full Duplex) 
• PT2-BC-100H, (100Mbps, Half Duplex) 
• PT2-BC-100F, (100Mbps, Full Duplex) 
• PT2-BC-1G, (1Gbps, Full Duplex) 
• PT2-BC-FULL (Perform Layer 2 Broadcast test by two groups with different media type such as 

100Mbps and 1000Mbps for DUT ports with different maximum speeds.) 
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D. Filter Test 
This filter test should filter all packets with the same source MAC address and destination MAC Address. 
For this test, test packet sent are all with the same source MAC address and destination MAC address 
and the DUT should filter this kind of packet. 

Perform filter test on DUT in layer2 with different speeds, mode and various configurations. The following 
tasks transmit frames with same DA (destination address) and SA (source address). 

• PT2-FT-10H,  
• PT2-FT-10F,  
• PT2-FT-100H,  
• PT2-FT-100F,  
• PT2-FT-1G,  
• PT2-FT_FULL (Perform Layer 2 Filter Test by two groups with different media type such as 100Mbps 

and 1000Mbps for DUT ports with different maximum speeds.)  

E. CRC Error Test 
CRC Checksum is registered at the end of Ethernet frame. 

 

Perform CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) error test on DUT in layer2 with different speeds, mode and 
various configurations for the last 4 bytes of CRC to be filtered. For normal DUT, frame with error CRC 

should be filtered. The following tasks transmit frames with CRC errors.  

• PT2-CRC-10H, (10Mbps, Half Duplex) 
• PT2-CRC-10F, (10Mbps, Full Duplex) 
• PT2-CRC-100H, (100Mbps, Half Duplex) 
• PT2-CRC-100F, (100Mbps, Full Duplex) 
• PT2-CRC-1G, (1Gbps, Full Duplex) 
• PT2-CRC-FULL (Perform Layer 2 CRC check test by two groups with different media type such as 

100Mbps and 1000Mbps for DUT ports with different maximum speeds.) 
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5.3. Performance Tasks in Layer 3 (PT3)  
A. Network Tool: Ping  
Ping is a network tool used to test whether a particular host is reachable across an IP network. It is also 
used to self-test the network interface card of the computer, or as a speed test. 

Perform Ping test on DUT in layer3 that is based on different IP addresses, subnet mask, ping IP address 
and gateway. 

• PT3-Ping  

B. Unicast Test 
Unicast transmission is the sending of information packets to a single destination. In layer 3 test, unique 
IP address is the key of single destination as illustration below.  

 

Perform unicast test on DUT in layer 3 with different speeds, mode and various configurations.  

• PT3-UC-10H, 
• PT3-UC-10F, 
• PT3-UC-100H,  
• PT3-UC-100F,  
• PT3-UC-1G.  
 



 
5.4. Serial Port (CON) Test  
CON refers to the console port, COM port or RS232 interface. This test will perform a series of standard 
terminal command to check the response of COM port.  

A. CON-Setup  
Perform test by executing commands via RS232 interface on DUT.  

B. CON-Check 
Test keyword function that react from DUT's console port.  

5.5. General Test 
Tests listed in this category include: Toggle MDI-II/X, Media Pre-Setting and DUT-OSC.  

A. Toggle MDI-II/X 
Test the Auto MDIX function of different speed/link modes of the DUT. Toggle MDI-II/X is a technology that 
automatically detects the required cable connection type (straight-through or crossover) and configures 
the connection appropriately. 

B. Media Pre-Setting 
Test MDIX by Media Pre-setting mode or force MDI (straight-through connection) or MDIX (crossover 
connection) mode of DUT. 

C. DUT-OSC 
Examine frequency of Crystal Oscillator. High precision 1 ppm temperature compensated oscillator of 
NuDOG-301C/801/101T is able to examine the accuracy of oscillator frequency of DUT. 
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6. Software Installation and Uninstallation for DApps-MPT 

Please follow the steps down below to install DApps-MPT:  

Installing DApps-MPT 

 

1. Double-click DApps-MPT installation program 
and start the installation process. 

 

2. InstallShield Wizard is starting to install 
DApps-MPT. If you would like to cancel 
installation, click “Cancel”. 

 

3. Click “Next” to continue installation.  
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Installing DApps-MPT 

 

4. Click “I accept the terms in the license 
agreement”, and click “Next” to continue. 

 

5. Click the Change… button to install the 
 

n 
ue next step. Click Back 

button to go back to the previous step to modify.

program to another folder, or click Next button to
install the program into the default destinatio
folder, and then contin

 

6. DApps-MPT InstallShield Wizard will start 
installing momentarily. Click Install button if the 
information is correct.  
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Installing DApps-MPT 

 

7. InstallShield Wizard is installing DApps-MPT. 

 

8. DApps-MPT installation completes. Click 
Finish button to exit. 

 

9. WinPcap Installer appears. Click Next button 
to get ready to install, or click Cancel button to 
stop.  
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Installing DApps-MPT 

 

10. WinP
Cancel button to stop at any time. 

cap is preparing to install, or click 

 

11. Review the license agreement before 
installing. Click I Agree button to continue. It is 
necessary to accept the agreement to install 
WinPcap.  

 

12. WinPcap is installing.  
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Installing DApps-MPT 

 

13. WinPcap installation completes. Click Finish
button to close the wizard. 

 
You can uninstall DApps-MPT by: 

 Click Start → Programs → Xtramus → 
DApps-MPT → Uninstall DApps-MPT

 

 Go to the Control Panel, choose 
DApps-MPT from installed program 
list, and click “Remove” to uninstall as 
well. 
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7. DApps-MPT Overview 

7.1. Hardware Installation 
Before starting DApps-MPT, your PC and NuDOG-301C/NuDOG-801/NuDOG-101T shall be connected 
properly. The figure down below illustrates connecting PC and NuDOG-301C. You can connect 
NuDOG-801 and NuDOG-101T with PC in the same manner.  

  
 

7.2. Starting DApps-MPT 
Before starting DApps-MPT, the DUT, your PC, and NuDOG-301C/801/101T shall be connected as 
shown in “7.1. Hardware Installation”.  

You can start running DApps-MPT by:  

 Click Start  Programs  NuStreams  
DApps-MPT. 

 

 Double-click DApps-MPT icon located on 
your PC’s desktop.  
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If your PC is not connected with NuDOG-101T/801/301C, you can still run DApps-MPT under Demo 
Mode. Almost all DApps-MPT’s functions are available under Demo Mode. However, please note that 
Demo Mode is for system demo purposes only, and does not serve any testing purposes at all. 
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T/NuServer Main Window Overview 7.3. DApps-MP

DApps-MPT Main Window 

 

DApps-MPT Functions Overview 

A Menu Bar The Menu Bar allows you to make settings about test criteria, load settings 
you’ve made, change language displayed, view log and system requirement. 

B T Bar The Tool Bar allows you to re oad/reload 
test model.  ool connect your PC to your NuDOG and l

C DUT Information This section of the main window contains DUT logo and DUT model name. 

D Task Running Status This section of the main window contains general information/status of the 
tasks that are currently running. 

E Test Result/Report This section allows you to view the test results. 

F Status Bar The Status Bar shows the DApps-MPT’s running status. 

G System Status The System Status displays running processes of DApps-MPT system. 

H Test Control & 
Status 

The Test Control & Status section contains test control buttons (which allow 
you to Start/Stop/Pause/Resume tests) and general test information. 

I Counter Window This window shows the packets status of the test. 

J System Connection 
Status This icon shows the connection status between your PC and NuDOG. 
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7.4. Menu Bar 

 

DApps-MPT Menu Bar includes configuration options such as File, View, Tools, Language, and Help. 
Please refer to the sections down below for detail information regarding to each configuration option.  

7.4.1. File 

 

File  

New Model 
Choose this option to start the New Model Wizard. The New Model Wizard allows the 
users to set testing options for DUT. For detail descriptions regarding to the New 
Model Wizard and its settings, please refer to”8. Creating Task via New Model 
Wizard”.  

Wizard 

Load Model 

Load a previously-saved configuration file and 
applies these settings to DApps-MPT. 

All the configurations you’ve made via New 
Model Wizard will be saved as a “*.xml” file, 
along with several “*.cfg” files.  

Please note that these “*.cfg” files contain test 
settings as well. Deleting them will cause your 
“*.xml” file unable to load properly.  

Modify Model 
Chose this option to make changes to the current test settings for DUT. For detail 
descriptions regarding to these settings, please refer to the section down below. 

Exit 
A prompt pop-up window will ask if you are sure 
to exit DApps-MPT. Click YES to exit 
DApps-MPT, or click NO to cancel. 
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7.4.2. View 

 

View 
Latest Log Choosing Latest Log allows you to view the latest test log file (in “*.txt” format).  

Log Folder Choosing Log Folder and the folder where all the saved test logs of the current test 
model will be open.  

Model Folder 
Choosing Model Folder and the folder where all the DUT model configuration files are 
saved will be open. The default Log folder file path is under “C:\Program 
Files\NuStreams\DApps-MPT v0.9b060\confi ”. g

Status Bar To show/hide the Status Bar located on the button-left side of DApps-MPT main window. 

 
7.4.3. Tools 

 

Tools 

Import DUT 
Logo 

 

You can load an image file that represents the DUT for testing via Import DUT Logo 
function. The image file you chose will be shown on DUT Logo field of the Main Window. 

• Logo Preview: The image you’ve cho
• Import: Click this button to choose the
• OK: Click this button to apply the chan
• Cancel: Click this button to abandon all the changes you’ve made and exit Import 

Logo Window.  

sen will be displayed in this field for preview. 
 image file that will be displayed. 
ges you’ve made.  
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e 7.4.4. Languag

 

Language 
English/ 
Chinese 

Simplified 
DApps-MPT has 2 different languages for its UI availa
to either English or Simplified Chinese. 

ble. You can set the language of UI 

 
7.4.5. Help 

 

Help 

About 
DApps-MPT 

 

An “About” window will pop up and show 
detailed system information. 

Click the OK button to exit the “About 
DApps-MPT” pop-up window. 

System 
Requirements 

 

A “System Requirements” window will pop 
up and show the requirements for your PC 
and the FPGA/Firmware of the module. 

Click the OK button to exit the “System 
Requirements” pop-up window. 
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7.5. Tool Bar 

 

The Tool Bar allows you to Load/Reload DUT Model Settings and to reconnect the NuDOG to your PC.  

Tool Bar 

The Load Quick Launch Button 
serves the same function as Load 
Model on the Menu Bar.  

Clicking this button allows loading 
a previously-saved configuration 
file and applies these settings to 
DApps-MPT. 

several “*.cfg” files.  
Please note that these “*.cfg” files 
contain test settings as well. 

Deleting them will cause your “*.xml” file unable to load properly. 

 
All the configurations you’ve made 
via New Model Wizard will be 
saved as a “*.xml” file, along with 

DApps-MPT will reload the current opened DUT model setting and apply all these 
settings.   

 
Clicking this button allows you to reconnect the NuDOG to your PC. 
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7.6. DUT Information 

 

The DUT Information on s Logo and Model Name.   DApps-MPT Main Window displays the DUT’

DUT Information 

 

 load an image file that represents the DUT from your PC, and apply it as DUT - 
r reference via Import DUT Logo function located on the Menu Bar. The image 

file you chose will be shown here.  

DUT – Logo 

You can
Logo fo

 

DUT – 
Model Name 

When making configurations in New Model Wizard, you can input a model name under 
Model Name field. The model name you input will be shown here.  
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7. n7. Task Ru ning Status 

 

The Task Running Status displays general information/s  
Task Running Status is blank if no DUT Model Setting i

tatus of the tasks that are currently running. The
s loaded to DApps-MPT.  

Description 
ID Task ID. Tests will be performed  

Task Name of the Task.  
Start The start time of the task.  
End The end time of the task.  

Time Used Display time used with the task.  
Status Task Pass/Fail/Done.  
Note Notes regarding to the task.  

7.8. Status Bar 

 
he Status Bar located on the bottom-left of DApps-MPT Main Window shows the task DApps-MPT is 

currently running and its progress.  

7.9. System Status 

T

 
The System Status shows detailed information of DApps-MPT’s system status and what DApps-MPT is 
currently processing.  
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7.10. Test Control & Status 

 

The Test Control & Status allows user to control testing process via control buttons and view general 
information regarding to test time.  

Loop Timer 
Start/Finish This section displays the starting/finishing time (including date) of the test.  

Duration This section displays the maximum duration of time spent on one single loop.   
 
Repeat Setting 

Total You can set the how many times you would like to repeat all the tests here in this field.  
Loop This section displays the current number of test loop.  

Pass/Fail This section displays how many times the tests have been passed/failed.  
 
Elapsed Time 
Elapsed Time This section displays duration of time spent on the whole testing process.  
 
Task Control Buttons 

  

The Task Control Buttons allow you to control the testing process.  

• Start: Click this button to start DUT test.  
• Stop: Click this button to stop DUT test. If you click Start button again afterwards, 

DUT test will start from the beginning.  
• Pause: Click this button to pause DUT test. This DUT test can be resumed later on. 
• Resume: Click this button to resume a previously paused DUT test.  

You can hide Pause/Resume buttons and add 
an Exit button from Misc. Configuration 
window as well.  

• Start: Click this button to start DUT test. 
• Stop: Click this button to stop DUT test. 
• Exit: Click this button to exit DApps-MPT. 

 
DUT Test Time (per set) 

Max/Min Maximum/Minimum period of time used when performing one set of tasks.  
Avg The average period of time used when performing one set of tasks.  
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8  Model Wizard 

When performing tests on your DUT with DApps-MPT for the first time, you have to create a new set of test 
settings for the DUT.   

Before starting to create a new task via New Model Wizard, please be sure that your NuDOG is 
powered-on and is connected to a PC according to “7.1. Hardware Installation”.  

T
shown in th

. Creating Task via New

o start using New Model Wizard, please click File on the Menu Bar, and choose New Model Wizard as 
e figure down below.   

 

n Option – New Model window will show up after you’ve selected New Model Wizard. The Option – 
ew Model window allows you to make detail test config

A
N urations.   

 
Please see that DApps-MPT has two different kinds of configurations: Environment Settings and Task 
List Settings:  

 Environment Settings: Configure global settings of the test environment for all tasks.  
 Task List Settings: All test tasks are listed and categorized by groups. All tasks added to the 

Selected Tasks field will be listed under this category and can be configured in detail.   
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8.1. Environment Settings 

 

To access Environment Setting and start configuring global settings of the test environment for all tasks, 
please click Environment from the Configuration Tree Style Tab located on the left side of Option – New 
Model window as shown in the figure above.  

 

es you’ve made here will be kept temporally and won’t be loPlease note that all chang st if you switch to 
T . However, you must click OK (located on the bottom-right part of the Option – New 
Model window to apply all the changes you’ve made.  
ask List Settings
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A. DUT – Port Number 

 
You can view the number of active ports in this field.  

 
B. DUT – Logo 

You can load an image file that represents the DUT from your PC, and apply 
it as DUT - Logo for reference by clicking the Import button. The image file 
you chose will be shown on the DUT – Logo field located on Main Window. 

 
 

C. Model Name 

 

You can input or change DUT’s model name here in this field.  

Please note that a folder named after the model name you input here will be 
created under “config” folder inside DApps-MPT’s folder (Default path: 
C:\Program Files\NuStreams\DApps-MPT v0.9b060\config), and all the 
configuration files and test logs will be saved to that folder. 
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D. Log – File Name Setting 

 

Test results will be saved as log files and named automatically after tests are 
completed. All log files’ names are consisted in the format as shown in the 
figure down below:  

 

DApps-MPT creates test result logs and stores these logs automatically to 
folders named after the testing date. You can set the names that will be 
applied to these folders and test result logs here in Log – File Name Setting. 

• Folder: You can set the name of the log folders as “Year, Month”, or 
“Year, Month, Date”.  

• Prefix: You can input the prefix word for test result log names here.  
• Suffix: You can set the suffix as Timestamp (the log file creating time), 

Serial Number, and Bar Code (barcode).  
 
E. Console Log/Control 

 
In order for DApps-MPT to out put console port logs, y
have to make settings for the RS-232 port (Serial Port) by
clicking the Console Se

ou 
 

tting button. The Console Logs 
will be stored in the same folder where test logs are 
saved. 
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F. Port Alias Setup 

 

You can set alias for all Activated Ports here in Port Alias 
Setup window. Alias you input here will be shown in the 
Main Window.  

 

 
G. Auto Start 

DApps-MPT will halt and w
the current running task is 

ait for further instructions after 
completed. You can click the 

 in this section so that DApps-MPT will start the 
next task automatically.  

Also, you can set how many seconds shall DApps-MPT be 

(Waiting Time).  

check- box

waiting before starting the next task in the field down below 

 
H. Log Folder Path 

As mentioned in “D. Log – File Name Setting”, 
DApps-MPT creates test result logs and stores these logs 
to C:\DApps-MPT.log\DApps-MPT v2.0b016\. 
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8.2. Task List Setting 

 

Under Task List Settings, you can:  
 View all DApps-MPT’s available tasks according to their groups. 
 Add/Delete task that you would like t
 Arrange order of the 

To start managing tasks for your DUT, please click List of Selected Tasks on the left side of the Option – 
New Model.  

o perform.  
tasks.  
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A. Task Add/Remove Buttons 
The Task Add/Remove Buttons allow you to add or remove tasks to/from Select Tasks. 

• By clicking   button, you can add the task you’ve selected from Built-in Tasks field 
in the left-side to the Selected Tasks in the right-side.  

• By clicking   button, you can remove the task you’ve selected from the Selected 
Tasks in the right-side. 

 
B. Built-in Tasks & C. Task Group Selection 

 

 

The Built-in Tasks display tasks available in DAPPS-MPT. You can choose 
which tasks you would like the system to display on Built-in Tasks field with 
the Task Group Selection scroll-down menu.  

 

• All: Display all tasks available.  
• Test Tasks – Layer 1: Display DUT-OSC.  
• Test Tasks – Layer 2: Display all available Layer 2 tasks. 
• Test Tasks – Layer 3: Display all available Layer 3 tasks. 

ng. 

To add a task to Selected Tasks, please click the task you would like add in 

• Test Tasks – Serial Port: Display all Con-Setup and Con-Check. 
• Test Tasks – General: Display Toggle-MDI-II/X and Media Pre-setti

Built-in Tasks, and click  button.  
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D & F. Selected Tasks 

 

 

All tasks you’ve selected from Built-in Tasks field will be listed in the Select 
Tasks. The number of the tasks you chose will be shown here as well.  

To remove a task from Selected Tasks, please click the task you would like 
remove here, and click  button. 

 
E. Selected Tasks Managing Buttons 

 

You can manage the testing order of tasks listed in the Selected Tasks.  

To move the priority of a task listed in Selected Tasks up, click on that task, and click 
button; to move the priority of a task listed in Selected Tasks down, click on that task,
click 

 and 
 button. 

If you would like to remove all the tasks listed in Selected Tasks, click  button.  
 

After choosing the tasks you would like to perform from B. Built-in Tasks, you can start making detail 
settings with individual tasks by clicking the task you would like to configure from List of Selected Tasks. 
All the configurations for this task will be listed in the right-side section as shown in the figure down below.  

 

Please note that the maximum number of tasks that can be selected into the List of Selected Tasks is 
32.  

As mentioned in “8.2. Task List Settings, B. Built-in Tasks & C. Task Group Selection”, all tasks 
available for DApps-MPT can be divided into different groups Layer 1, Layer 2, Layer 3, Serial Port, 
and others (General).  

For more detailed information regarding to task settings in DApps-MPT’s task groups, please refer to “5. 
DApps-MPT Detail Task Setting.”  

Click the OK button on the bottom-right side of Option – New Model window when all configurations are 
done. A “Save As” window will pop up and prompt you to save all the configurations you made.  
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The default name for the configuration setting is “config” and will be saved in a folder named after the 
DUT’s Model Name. All configuration setting files are saved as XML format, and changing configuration 
setting’s file type may cause DApps-MPT unable to load your previous saved setting file. DApps-MPT 
will apply all the settings you’ve made after saving.  
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9 g_for NuDOG-101T/301C  

As mentioned in “
settings with sk you would like to configure from List of Selected Tasks. 
All the configurations for this task will be listed in the right-side section as shown in the figure down below. 

. DApps-MPT Detail Task Settin

4.1. 3. Configuring Tasks Listed on List of Selected Tasks”, you can make detail 
 individual tasks by clicking the ta

 

ks available for DApps-MPT can be divided into different groups Layer 1, LayeAll tas r 2, Layer 3, Serial 
Port General). Please refer to “1.2. Function Description” for descriptions. Also, 
description ask can be viewed on DApps-MPT as well.  

, and others (
s for each t
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UT-OSC 9.1. Test Tasks - Layer 1: D
DApps-MPT will start examining Crystal Oscillator’s frequency of the DUT and see if it’s either faster or 
slower than standard speed in ppm scale.  

A. Setup 

 
• Test Port: Select the port that will be used for DUT-OSC test. 
• Media Type: Click the Media Type scroll-down menu to choose DUT’s link speed. 
• Minimum Waiting Time: This task will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input here 

during auto-negotiation process. 
• Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 

Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

B. Criteria 

 
• OSC PPM Min/Max: Please input the minimum/maximum frequencies (ppm) which will serve as 

DUT-OSC Task’s testing criteria.  

C. Misc 

 

• t
• Ap

D. He

 Ti le of task name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
ply: Apply the changes you made.  

lp 

 

st variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference.  All te
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9  Layer 2 
All settings regarding to Layer 2 tasks can be set here. vailable Layer 2 tasks and their descriptions, 
please refer to “1.2.2. Performance Task in Layer 2 (PT2).”  

9 1

Layer 2 10Mbps Half Duplex Unicast Performance Test is to transmit test streams via point to point 
addressing method that is based on MAC address. 

A. Media Type 

.2. Test Tasks –
 For a

.2. . Unicast Test (UC) _ PT2-UC-10H (10Mbps Half Duplex) 

 

 
aut ut auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 input 
her

gotiation exceeds the Media Type 
 the test result will be fail. 

 ctions to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
anner as well. If any problems happen 
n identify which port is causing the 

 ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

w can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
ation that will be displayed on Checking 

o, you can load the image file for DUT 
e comparing to the image file displayed on 

il button, or vice versa. 

Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
o-negotiation), Force (witho

Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you 
e during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-ne
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and
Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes conne
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one m
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users ca
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 
Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all 

 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function 
window will pop up when you start the task. This windo
display should be during the task. You can set the inform
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Als
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should b
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fa
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B. Packet A->B 

 

Packet Length Setting: As shown in the fi gure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
he Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
e randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field 

mit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
 

 Pac
• 

By clicking t
length will b

down below.  
 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 

this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Trans
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  
ket Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 
is a

rvice) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
plex mode only. Enabling this function will 

increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  
 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 

by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 

matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

  

s and the time it will take to transmit 

 

 
 
 

VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
 group of hosts with common requirements that 

communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of se

 Enable Smart Burst 
is for half-du

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

acket Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of p
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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->A C. Packet B

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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ing D. Learn

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
u disable this function, no 

e Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning fra es.  

TxPKT 

ction in each test cycle. 

packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If yo
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Fram
m

 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in 
Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  

 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning fun
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E. Criteria 

 

Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.   
e, 

l.  

u 
 packet 

ed 

 
 

• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set her
the test result of the DUT will be fai

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value yo
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of receiv
packets is more than sent packets.  

Collision Event Allowance: You can set the allowable amount of collisions here.  
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F. Misc 

 

 tle of T
 
 

G

Ti ask Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
Apply: Apply the changes you made. 
Nway access: This option enables power halved function. 

. Help 

 

st variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for referAll te ence. 
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9 2

Laye streams via point to point 
a r

A

.2. . Unicast Test (UC) _ PT2-UC-10F (10Mbps Full Duplex) 

r 2 10Mbps Full Duplex Unicast Performance Test is to transmit test 
dd essing method that is based on MAC address. 

. Media Type 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
. 

 lt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 

 

 equentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
any problems happen 

g the 

 Lin t. 
 LE

er how DUT LEDs’ 

LE LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
yed on 

Ch rsa. 

auto-negotiation), Force (without auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down)
Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will ha
here during auto-negotiation process. 
Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 
Link up s
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causin
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

k Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before tes
D Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the us
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 

D Display window here on 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displa

ecking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice ve
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to  (frame random

a fixed 
 frame length in the field down 

 Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be 
 set thenumber). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can

below.  
 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 

this field.  

•
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

m

button, you can configur
(VLAN ID) o
and apply all the change

 Enable Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 

matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
co municate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 

e CoS (class of service) and VID 
n the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 

s you’ve made here.  
Gap: The Smart Burst 
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t B->A C. Packe

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 

th will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 

he set amount of time.  
o 

 in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 

leng

below.  
 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during t
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails t

send the test packet within the time you set

 Packet Gap
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D. Learning 

 

Enable Learning: 
p  
learning p

 Frame Cou
Frame Gap: 

 Tx Pkt T
T

 Learning by
 
 

 As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
ackets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no

ackets will be transmitted.  
nt: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  

 Duration time between learning frames.  
imeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

imeout field, the packet will be drop.  
 Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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E. Criteria 

 

 
• , 

•

cess happens when packet 
mount of received 

 

Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
 Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

ackets) is higher then the value you  Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error p
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet ex
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the a
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

 This option enables power halved function.                

G. Help 

 Nway access:

 

A ell t st variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9.2.3

Laye nce Test is to transmit test streams via point to point 
addressing method that is based on MAC address. 

. Media Type 

. Unicast Test (UC) _ PT2-UC-100H (100Mbps Half Duplex) 

r 2 100Mbps Half Duplex Unicast Performa

A

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
n). 

 

tion exceeds the Media Type 
e test result will be fail. 

in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
sing the 

problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 
 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 

 

auto-negotiation), Force (without auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-dow
Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotia
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and th

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is cau
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field 
down below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 

 (All, Error, CRC Error, 
wn menu on the right side. 

ble Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

me integrity.  
s.  

cedures will be carried out no 
 in 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
d counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

enabled.  
ackets that meet the criteria Enable Capture: System will capture all the p

Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-do
 Ena

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking fra
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occur
 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test pro

matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for rea
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C. Packet B->A 

 

Packet Length Setting: 
Frame Length can be fro

 Packet Setting: 

 Packet Gap

est: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
ts, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 

Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
m 64~1518 bytes.  

By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field 
down below.  

You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of T
these packe
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D. Learning 

 

ble Learning: As shown in Ena  the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
c on, no 

lea
rst.  

 .  
 rning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

 nction in each test cycle. 
 
 

pa kets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this functi
rning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets bu
Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames
Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the lea
Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning fu
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

esult of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 

 
 

the test r

transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  

Collision Event Allowance: You can set the allowable amount of collisions here.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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st Test (UC) _ PT2-UC-100F (100Mbps Full Duplex) 

Layer 2 100Mbps Full Duplex Unicast Performance st is to transmit test streams via point to point 
a r

A. M i

9.2.4. Unica

Te
dd essing method that is based on MAC address. 

ed a Type 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), Force (without auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes. 

down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
 

 
enu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 

ngth, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

ting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down m
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Le

 Packet Set
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  
Enable s 
enabled.  
Enable Capture: , 
Undersize
Enable Flow w 
occurs. 
Enable DI Checksum: .  

 Halt on if Fail:
 Disable Check Result: 

matter the result is Pa  in 
the 
W

 W
This funct
value might t

 Estimation of T
these p
Estimated Packet

 
 

 

 S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function i

  System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error
 or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

  Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflo
This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity
 When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  

When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 
ss or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time

Packet Setting field. 
 ait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  

ait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 
ion is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 

ake some time to read.  
est: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 

ackets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
s Transmission Time. 
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Pac own in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 

By  to random (frame 
ed (frame length will be a fixed 

, you can set the frame length in the field down 

 ed in this field.  
ing the set amount of time.  

mber of packets. If the system fails to 
 in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 

 with the Payload scroll-down menu.  
 ckets in this field.  

ing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

st. Set the burst gap to control the 
uces the fail rate. 

 ill take to transmit 

Packets Transmission Time. 

 

ket Length Setting: As sh
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fix
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length
below.  
Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitt
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet dur
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set nu

send the test packet within the time you set
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets

Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between pa
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increas

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each bur
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap red

Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it w
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated 
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D. Learning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
smitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 

s will be transmitted.  
 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  

 
 
 

packets tran
learning packet

 
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 

 

 

transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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icast Test (UC) _ PT2-UC-1G (1Gbps) 

Layer 2 1Gbps Full Duplex Unicast Performance Test is to transmit test streams via point to point 
addressing method that is based on MAC address. 

A. Media Type 

9.2.5. Un

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 

 

auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
he Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to  (frame By clicking t random

length will b
number). If you choose  
below

 
this field

ansmit packet during the set amount of 

 
 fail rate, while 

e randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
 fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down

.  
Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 

.  

• Transmit by time: The system will tr
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 

ain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 

 -TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 

es generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 

 Ena  Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 

 Ena or, CRC Error, 
Un

 Ena , the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 

 
 Hal tion is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 o 

ma ransmit by Time in 

 ime you set here before checking test result.  
  set microseconds before read the counters. 

 memory buffer and the final counter 

 kets and the time it will take to transmit 
timated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 

 

 
 
 
 

is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast dom

Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  
Enable X
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing fram
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

ble S/N
enabled.  

ble Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Err
dersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 
ble Flow Control: When enabling this function

occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  
Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  

t on if Fail: When this func
Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out n

tter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose T
the Packet Setting field. 
Wait for check result: The system will halt for the t
Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the
This function is useful for counters since they are stored in
value might take some time to read.  
Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of pac
these packets, and display these statistics in Es
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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C. Packet B->A 

 

Packet Length Setting: As shown in the fi gure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
 time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

 
 

e. 
it 

Estimated Packet
 

 

 Packet Setting: 
• Transmit by

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu. 

Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rat

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transm
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 

s Transmission Time. 
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D. Le nar ing 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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0Gbps) 

    

9.2.6. Unicast Test (UC) _ PT2-UC-10G (1
Layer 2 10Gbps Full Duplex Unicast Performance Test is to transmit test streams via point to point 
addressing method that is based on MAC address. 

A. Media Type 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 

  Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 

 me spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 

 ne-by-one). 
ppen 

 ck all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 

g 

 

auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 
Minimum Waiting
here during auto-negotiation process. 
Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the ti
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 
Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (o
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems ha
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 
Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will che

 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 
window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checkin
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Pac t II frame, the 
Fra

ket Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Etherne
me Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
frame 

len ill be a fixed 
n set the frame length in the field down 

 ransmitted in 

ing the set amount of 

it the set number of packets. If the 
et in TxPKT Timeout 

ontent of the transmitting 

 in this field.  
ing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (
gth will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length w

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you ca
below.  
Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be t
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet dur
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transm
system fails to send the test packet within the time you s
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the c
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increas

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 

 ng: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 

 and decrease test fail rate.  

sting frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 e packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  

ck Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 
matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 
 or the set microseconds before read the counters. 

 
ts, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 

 

 
 

 

transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 
VLAN Setti
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the te

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  
Enable Capture: System will capture all th

 Disable Che

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result. 
Wait for read counter: The system will halt f
This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  
Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packe
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

 
te, while 

ke to transmit 
and 

Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
 

 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail ra

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will ta
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) 
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 D. Learning

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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ia E. Criter

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 

 of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  

 

• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (

• 

transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G. Help 

 

st variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. All te
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st (UC) _ PT2-UC-Full  

Layer 2 Unicast Full Performance Test. Perform Layer 2 MAC address Unicast performance test by two 
groups settings with different Media Type such as 100Mbps and 1000Mbps for DUT ports with different 
maxi

A. Media Type 

9.2.7. Unicast Te

mum speeds. 

   

 Cu o pop up a window for scrolling down and selecting the media type 

 Min ng Time you input 

 auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
nd the test result will be fail. 

  ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
anner as well. If any problems happen 

identify which port is causing the 

ask are connected properly before test. 
 tion is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

 can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
n that will be displayed on Checking 

. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
omparing to the image file displayed on 

Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 

stom: Clicking this button t
for Port A and B. 

imum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiti
here during auto-negotiation process. 
Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop a
Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one m
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this t
LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder func
window will pop up when you start the task. This window
display should be during the task. You can set the informatio
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be c
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B. Packet A->B 

 

Packet Length Setting: As shown in the fi gure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
he Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
e randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 

•

•  packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
 

 Pac
• 

By clicking t
length will b

below.  
 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 

this field.  

 Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

 Transmit by
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  
ket Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 
is a

rvice) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
plex mode only. Enabling this function will 

increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  
 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 

by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 

matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

  

s and the time it will take to transmit 

 

 
 

VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
 group of hosts with common requirements that 

communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of se

 Enable Smart Burst 
is for half-du

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

acket Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of p
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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->A C. Packet B

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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ing D. Learn

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures dow
packets transmitted to the DUT before test p

n below, enabling this function allows learning 
ackets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 

ning packets will be transmitted.  
 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  

TxPKT 

 

lear
 

 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in 

Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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E. Criteria 

 

Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet l oss/excess here.  
e, 

l.  

u 
 packet 

ed 

 

• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set her
the test result of the DUT will be fai

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value yo
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of receiv
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 tle of T
 

G. Help 

Ti ask Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

 

A estll t  variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9 8. F

Laye he performance when the DUT 
i nn

A ed

.2. low Control (FC) _ PT2-FC-10H-100H (10Mbps Half ↔ 100Mbps Half) 

r2 10Mbps Half Duplex to 100Mbps Half Duplex Flow Control tests t
s co ected to media with varied kinds of speed and duplex mode. 

. M ia Type 

 

: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 

 ent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 

 

e test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 

 before test. 
 

win
dis

 the image file for DUT 

Ch w, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 
 

 Media Type

here during auto-negotiation process. 
Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time sp
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 
Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during th
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 
Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly 
LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

dow will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
play should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 

LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 

ecking LED Display windo
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 

 

ansmit packet during the set amount of 

 Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will tr
time.  

•
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

m

button, you can configur
(VLAN ID) o
and apply all the change

increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  
 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 

by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 

matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
co municate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 

e CoS (class of service) and VID 
n the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 

s you’ve made here.  
 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 

is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
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t B->A C. Packe

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes. 

down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
 

 clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

er of packets. If the system fails to 
send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 

u can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  
 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  

• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 

By

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field 
down below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set numb

Also, yo
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D. Learning 

 

Enable Learning: 
p  
learning p

 Frame Cou
Frame Gap: 

 Tx Pkt T
T

 Learning by
 
 

 As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
ackets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no

ackets will be transmitted.  
nt: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  

 Duration time between learning frames.  
imeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

imeout field, the packet will be drop.  
 Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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E. Criteria 

 

 
• , 

•

cess happens when packet 
mount of received 

 unt of collisions here.  
 

Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
 Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

ackets) is higher then the value you  Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error p
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet ex
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the a
packets is more than sent packets.  

Collision Event Allowance: You can set the allowable amo
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G  Help .

 

ariables used for this task aAll test v nd their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9.2.9. Fl

L e
is co

A. Media Type 

ow Control (FC) _ PT2-FC-100H-10H (100Mbps Half ↔ 10Mbps Half) 

ay r2 100Mbps Half Duplex to 10Mbps Half Duplex Flow Control tests the performance when the DUT 
nnected to media with varied kinds of speed and duplex mode. 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 

 
t will stop and the test result will be fail. 

sequentially (one-by-one). 
 manner as well. If any problems happen 

ly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 

B. Packet A->B 

here during auto-negotiation process. 
Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the tes

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected proper
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 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during th
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of p
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this f
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

e set amount of 

ackets. If the 
TxPKT Timeout 
 the transmitting 

ield.  
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 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap 
function is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function 
will increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is 
developed by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes 
of each testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for 
multi-stream tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function 
is enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, RC Error, 

 will drop if traffic 
 enabled under full-duplex.  

nable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  

d out no 
y Time in 

 
econds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
 take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to 
transmit these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) 
and Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

C
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

ng this function, the transmitting rate Enable Flow Control: When enabli
overflow occurs. This function must be

 E

 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carrie
matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit b
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result. 
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set micros

value might
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C. Packet B->A 

 

Packet Length Setting: 
Frame Length can be fro
By clicking t
length will b
number). If you choose  down 
below

 Packet Setting: 

 Packet Gap

est: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
ts, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 

Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
m 64~1518 bytes.  

he Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
e randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

 fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field
.  

You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of T
these packe
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D. Learning 

 

ble Learning: As shown in Ena  the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
c on, no 

lea
rst.  

 .  
 rning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

 nction in each test cycle. 
 
 

pa kets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this functi
rning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets bu
Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames
Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the lea
Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning fu
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

esult of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 

 
 

the test r

transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  

Collision Event Allowance: You can set the allowable amount of collisions here.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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 Control (FC) _ PT2-FC-10F-100F (10Mbps Full ↔ 100Mbps Full) 

Layer2 10Mbps Full Duplex to 100Mbps Full Duplex low Control tests the performance when the DUT 
i

A. M i

9.2.10. Flow

F
s connected to media with varied kinds of speed and duplex mode. 

ed a Type 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 

B. Packet A->B 
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 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
ndom (frame 

ill be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to ra
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length w

below.  
 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 

this field.  
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 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  
Enable Capture: , 
Undersize
Enable Flow  
occurs. 
Enable DI Checksum: .  

 Halt on if Fail:
Disable Check Result: 
matter the result is Pa
the 

 W   
W
This funct
value might t

 Estimation of T t 
these p
Estimated Packet

 

 
 
 

 
 

  System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error
 or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

  Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow
This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity
 When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  

 When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 
ss or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 

Packet Setting field. 
ait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.

 ait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 
ion is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 

ake some time to read.  
est: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmi

ackets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
s Transmission Time. 
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Pac own in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 

By  to random (frame 
ed (frame length will be a fixed 

, you can set the frame length in the field down 

 ed in this field.  
ing the set amount of time.  

mber of packets. If the system fails to 
 in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 

ckets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  
  in this field.  

Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

Set the burst gap to control the 
p reduces the fail rate. 

 nsmit 
th

ckets Transmission Time. 

 

ket Length Setting: As sh
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fix
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length
below.  
Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitt
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet dur
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set nu

send the test packet within the time you set
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting pa

Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Ga

Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to tra
ese packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 

Estimated Pa
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D ea. L rning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

nt: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
Duration time between learning frames.  

 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

 
 

 Frame Cou
 Frame Gap: 

Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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low Control (FC) _ PT2-FC-100F-10F (100Mbps Full ↔ 10Mbps Full) 

Layer2 100Mbps Full Duplex to 10Mbps Full Duplex Flow Control tests the performance when the DUT 
is connected to media with varied kinds of speed and duplex mode. 

A. Media Type 

9.2.11. F

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 

ng Time you input 

l be fail. 
quentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 

Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 

 

auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 
 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiti

here during auto-negotiation process. 
 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 

Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result wil
 Link up se
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B. Packet A->B 

 

Packet Length Setting: 
Frame Length can be fro

 As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
m 64~1518 bytes.  

 
he Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
e randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or  (frame length will be a fixed 

By clicking t
length will b fixed
number). If you choose
below

 
this field

TxPKT Timeout
acket will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 

Payload scroll-down menu.  
 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  

 

 fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
.  

Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in  
field, the p
packets with the 

• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 

) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 

 art Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 

incr ease test fail rate.  
 

by 
tes
test  generated by DApps-MPT.  

ng test if this function is 

 Ena apture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 

 Ena rop if traffic overflow 

  tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 st procedures will be carried out no 

cess if you choose Transmit by Time in 

 the time you set here before checking test result.  
seconds before read the counters. 

 in memory buffer and the final counter 

kets and the time it will take to transmit 
 Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 

 

 
 
 
 

communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  
Enable Sm
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 

ease test performance and decr
Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 

Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
ting frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
s. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number duri
enabled.  

ble Capture: System will c
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

ble Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will d
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  
Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a
Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the 
Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all te
matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be ac
the Packet Setting field. 
Wait for check result: The system will halt for 

 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set micro
This function is useful for counters since they are stored
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of pac
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
m 64~1518 bytes.  

he Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

 

 

oad scroll-down menu.  

• 

 
these p

 

 

Frame Length can be fro
By clicking t

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down
below.  
Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payl

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
e. transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rat

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit
ackets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 

Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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D. Learning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  

ch test cycle. 
 
 

 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in ea
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9.2.12. Flow Control (FC) _ PT2-FC-100F-1G (100Mbps Full ↔ 1000Mbps Full) 

Layer2 100Mbps Full Duplex to 1000Mbps Full Duplex Flow Control tests the performance when the 
DUT is connected to media with varied kinds of speed and duplex mode. 

A. Media Type 

 

Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mo de to Auto (with 

 

 e spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 

n 

 
  LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
ld be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 

LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 

B. P

auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 
Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 
Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the tim
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happe
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 
Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking

display shou

Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 
acket A->B 
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a
Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Fr me Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 

 
random (frame 

fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
 set the frame length in the field down 

 

e set amount of 

ackets. If the 
TxPKT Timeout 

f the transmitting 

. 

By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can
below.  
Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during th
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of p
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content o
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate
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 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 tag which is 

all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  
 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function 

is enabled.  
 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 

Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 
 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic 

This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  
Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  

 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  

   
 

ake to 

and 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap 
function is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function 
will increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte 
developed by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes 
of each testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for 
multi-stream tests. X-TAG will be added to 

overflow occurs. 
 Enable DI Checksum: 

 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 
matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.
Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will t
transmit these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) 

Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

 

 
 

of packets. If the system fails to 

 

te, while 
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down
below.  
Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time. 
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu. 

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail ra
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 D. Learning

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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ia E. Criter

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 

 of received 

 

• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (

• 

transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identi fication.  

G

 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

. Help 

 

A ell t st variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9.2.13. Flow Control (FC) _ PT2-FC-1G-100F (1000Mbps Full ↔ 100Mbps Full) 

Layer2 1000Mbps Full Duplex to 100Mbps Full Duplex Flow Control tests the performance when the 
DUT is connected to media with varied kinds of speed and duplex mode. 

A. Media Type 

 

  can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
n). 

  the Minimum Waiting Time you input 

 otiation exceeds the Media Type 
p and the test result will be fail. 

orts sequentially (one-by-one). 
 manner as well. If any problems happen 
can identify which port is causing the 

 his task are connected properly before test. 
  is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

w DUT LEDs’ 

y window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 

versa. 
 

Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-dow
Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for
here during auto-negotiation process. 
Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-neg
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will sto

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to p
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 
Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in t
LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function
window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user ho
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Displa
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice 
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
m 64~1518 bytes.  Frame Length can be fro

 

• 
meout

 
• s the fail rate, while 

By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
 system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Ti

field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduce
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 

same Broadcast domain 
f the physical location. By clicking the Setup 

button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

.  

 
oose Transmit by Time in 

 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

communicate within the 
regardless o

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  

Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 
matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you ch
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result. 
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  
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->A C. Packet B

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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ing D. Learn

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures dow
packets transmitted to the DUT before test p

n below, enabling this function allows learning 
ackets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 

ning packets will be transmitted.  
 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  

TxPKT 

 

lear
 

 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in 

Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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E. Criteria 

 

Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet l oss/excess here.  
e, 

l.  

u 
 packet 

ed 

 
 

• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set her
the test result of the DUT will be fai

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value yo
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of receiv
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 tle of T
 

G. Help 

Ti ask Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

 

A ell t st variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9 1

Laye ntrol tests the performance when the 
DUT

A

.2. 4. Flow Control (FC) _ PT2-FC-100F-1G (100Mbps Full ↔ 1000Mbps Full) 

r2 100Mbps Full Duplex to 1000Mbps Full Duplex Flow Co
 is connected to media with varied kinds of speed and duplex mode. 

. Media Type 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 

 lt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 

 

 equentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
any problems happen 

g the 

 Lin t. 
 LE

er how DUT LEDs’ 

LE LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
yed on 

Ch rsa. 

auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 
Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will ha
here during auto-negotiation process. 
Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 
Link up s
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causin
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

k Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before tes
D Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the us
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 

D Display window here on 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displa

ecking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice ve
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to  (frame random

a fixed 
 frame length in the field down 

 Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be 
 set thenumber). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can

below.  
 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 

this field.  

•
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

m

button, you can configur
(VLAN ID) o
and apply all the change

 Enable Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 

matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
co municate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 

e CoS (class of service) and VID 
n the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 

s you’ve made here.  
Gap: The Smart Burst 
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t B->A C. Packe

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes. 

down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
 

licking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

in the field down 

ts will be transmitted in this field.  

 
send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 

u can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  
 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  

• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 

By c

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packe
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to

Also, yo
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D. Learning 

 

Enable Learning: 
p  
learning p

 Frame Cou
Frame Gap: 

 Tx Pkt T
T

 Learning by
 
 

 As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
ackets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no

ackets will be transmitted.  
nt: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  

 Duration time between learning frames.  
imeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

imeout field, the packet will be drop.  
 Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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E. Criteria 

 

 
• , 

•

cess happens when packet 
mount of received 

 
 

Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
 Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

ackets) is higher then the value you  Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error p
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet ex
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the a
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G  Help .

 

ariables used for this task aAll test v nd their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9.3.15. F

L e
DUT

A. Media Type 

low Control (FC) _ PT2-FC-1G-100F (1000Mbps Full ↔ 100Mbps Full) 

ay r2 1000Mbps Full Duplex to 100Mbps Full Duplex Flow Control tests the performance when the 
 is connected to media with varied kinds of speed and duplex mode. 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 

 
t will stop and the test result will be fail. 

sequentially (one-by-one). 
 manner as well. If any problems happen 

ly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 

 

here during auto-negotiation process. 
Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the tes

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected proper
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 

 (All, Error, CRC Error, 
wn menu on the right side. 

ble Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

me integrity.  
s.  

 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 
matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

enabled.  
ackets that meet the criteria Enable Capture: System will capture all the p

Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-do
 Ena

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking fra
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occur
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

n 

transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
 to 

e drop. 
enu.  

 
hile 

 mit 

 

 

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field dow
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will 
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will b
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down m

Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, w

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to trans
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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D. Learning 

 

 Ena s learning 
pac this function, no 
lea

 
 Tx  fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

 Lea cycle. 
 
 

ble Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allow
kets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable 
rning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  

Pkt Timeout: If the system
Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  

rning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test 
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E. Criteria 

 

Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including 

 
error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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 Control (FC) _ PT2-FC-100F-1G (100Mbps Full ↔ 1000Mbps Full) 

Layer2 100Mbps Full Duplex to 1000Mbps Full Duplex Flow Control tests the performance when the 
DUT

A. M ia

9.2.16. Flow

 is connected to media with varied kinds of speed and duplex mode. 

ed  Type 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes. 

down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
 

 
 frame length to random (frame 

, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

ting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length

 Packet Set
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  
Enable s 
enabled.  
Enable Capture: , 
Undersize
Enable Flow w 
occurs. 
Enable DI Checksum: .  

 Halt on if Fail:
 Disable Check Result: 

matter the result is Pa  in 
the 
W

 W
This funct
value might t

 Estimation of T
these p

 
 
 
 

 S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function i

  System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error
 or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

  Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflo
This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity
 When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  

When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 
ss or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time

Packet Setting field. 
 ait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  

ait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 
ion is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 

ake some time to read.  
est: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 

ackets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
s Transmission Time. Estimated Packet
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C. Packet B->A 

 

t Length Setting: As shown in th Packe e figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Fra e
By clic  random (frame 

r fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
nu n set the frame length in the field down 
be

 Pa  in this field.  
• g the set amount of time.  
• t number of packets. If the system fails to 

 Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
ckets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Pa ackets in this field.  
• rame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

e is wirespeed.  

  burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
 reduces the fail rate. 

 Es mit 
th mission Packets (Per Port) and 

 

 

m  Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
king the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to

length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) o
mber). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you ca
low.  
cket Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted
Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet durin
Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the se
send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting pa

cket Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between p
Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing F
96 bit-tim

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap

timation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to trans
ese packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Trans

Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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D. Learning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
smitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 

s will be transmitted.  
 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  

 
 
 

packets tran
learning packet

 
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 

 

 
 

transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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low Control (FC) _ PT2-FC-Full  

Layer 2 Flow Control Full Performance Test. Perform Layer 2 Flow Control tests by two groups with 
different Media Type such as 100Mbps and 1000Mbps for DUT ports with different maximum speeds. 

A. Media Type 

9.2.17. F

 

 Custom: Clicking this button to pop up a window for scrolling down and selecting the media type 

um Waiting Time you input 

p and the test result will be fail. 
quentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 

Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 

B. Packet A->B 

for Port A and B. 
 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minim

here during auto-negotiation process. 
 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 

Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will sto
 Link up se
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 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
rame 

own 

packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  
 Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  

• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

rame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (f
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field d
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 

 Packet Gap

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing F
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 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 

 mart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 

st performance and decrease test fail rate.  
 

by  and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 

test
 Ena  if this function is 

ena
All, Error, CRC Error, 

 Ena nabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 

 Ena ng frame integrity.  
ss will halt if Fail occurs.  

 , all test procedures will be carried out no 
ly be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 

 u set here before checking test result.  
 seconds before read the counters. 

re stored in memory buffer and the final counter 

 f packets and the time it will take to transmit 
 Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  
Enable S
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase te
Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 

Xtramus
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 

s. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  
ble S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test
bled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

ble Flow Control: When e
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

ble DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracki
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test proce

Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled
matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can on
the Packet Setting field. 
Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time yo
Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set micro
This function is useful for counters since they a
value might take some time to read.  
Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount o
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
m 64~1518 bytes.  

he Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

 

oad scroll-down menu.  

• 

 
these p

 

 

Frame Length can be fro
By clicking t

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field 
down below.  

Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payl

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
e. transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rat

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit
ackets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 

Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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D. Learning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  

ch test cycle. 
 
 

 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in ea
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9.2.18. Broadcast Test (BC) _ PT2-BC-10H (10Mbps, Half Duplex) 

Layer 2 10Mbps Half Duplex Broadcast Performance test is to transmit Broadcast streams to every point 
that is based on broadcast MAC address. 

A. Media Type 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 
Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you inp
here during auto-negotiation process. 

with 

 ut 

 

 erly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 

n 
 press the Fail button, or vice versa. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 
Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 
Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected prop

window will 

LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed o
Checking LED Display window, the user can
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B. Packet A->B 

 

ket Length Setting: As sh Pac own in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
set the frame length to random (frame 

 (frame length will be a fixed 
n set the frame length in the field down 

Pa mitted in 

g the set amount of 

umber of packets. If the 
 you set in TxPKT Timeout 

 etting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• 

By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you ca
below.  

 cket Setting: You can set how packets will be trans
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet durin
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set n
system fails to send the test packet within the time
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

Packet Gap S
Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• 
 fail rate. 

VL
is 
co

CoS (class of service) and VID 
(V
an

 
this function will 

in
 

of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 

 

 

lu
 Estimation of T t 

these p

 

 
 
 

Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the

 AN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
a group of hosts with common requirements that 
mmunicate within the same Broadcast domain 

regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure 

LAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
d apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling 

crease test performance and decrease test fail rate.  
Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes 

Undersize or 
 Enable Flow

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity. 
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  

Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 
matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 
Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  

 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 
This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 

e might take some tva ime to read.  
est: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmi

ackets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

 

 
 

of packets. If the system fails to 

 

te, while 
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down
below.  
Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time. 
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu. 

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail ra
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 D. Learning

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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ia E. Criter

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
 (including error packets) is higher then the value you set 

Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 

collisions here.  
 

• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss
here, the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• 

packets is more than sent packets.  
 Collision Event Allowance: You can set the allowable amount of 
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F. Misc 

 

Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identi fication.  

G

 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

. Help 

 

A ell t st variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9.2.19. Broadcast Test (BC) _ PT2-BC-10F (10Mbps, Full Duplex) 

Layer 2 10Mbps Full Duplex Broadcast Performance test is to transmit Broadcast streams to every point 
that is based on broadcast MAC address. 

A. Media Type 

 

  can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
n). 

  the Minimum Waiting Time you input 

 otiation exceeds the Media Type 
p and the test result will be fail. 

orts sequentially (one-by-one). 
 manner as well. If any problems happen 
can identify which port is causing the 

 his task are connected properly before test. 
  is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

w DUT LEDs’ 

y window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 

versa. 
B. Packet A->B 

Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-dow
Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for
here during auto-negotiation process. 
Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-neg
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will sto

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to p
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 
Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in t
LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function
window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user ho
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Displa
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice 
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 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 

8 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
 

 
 

nt of 

 
e between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, 

p to control the 

By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~151
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down
below.  
Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field. 

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amou
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration tim

while 96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst ga
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 
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quirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 

can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
n the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click 

Apply and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  
 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap 

function is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this 
function will increase test performance and decrease test 
fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is 
developed by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th 
bytes of each testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream tests. X-TAG will be 
added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function 
is enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic 
overflow occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking fram  integrity.  

 

ore checking test result.  

ake to 
transmit these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per 
Port) and Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 
 
 
 

C. Packet B->A 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual 
LAN) is a group of hosts with common re

button, you 
(VLAN ID) o

e
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 

matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time
in the Packet Setting field. 

set here bef Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you 
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will t
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 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
D. Learning 
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 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
disable this function, no 

 rst.  
Duration time between learning frames.  

imeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 
Timeout field, the packet will drop.  

. 
 
 

packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets bu
 Frame Gap: 
 Tx Pkt T

 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• tal Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 

using the amount of received 

 

To
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, ca
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 tle of T
 Appl

G. Help 

Ti ask Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
y: Apply the changes you made. 

 

All test varia  listed here for reference. bles used for this task and their definitions will be
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9.2.2

L e
poin d on broadcast MAC address. 

A. M

0. Broadcast Test (BC) _ PT2-BC-100H (100Mbps, Half Duplex) 

ay r 2 100Mbps Half Duplex Broadcast Performance test is to transmit Broadcast streams to every 
t that is base

edia Type 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

ne-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 

 
 ck Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

er how DUT LEDs’ 
Checking 

LE  
Ch

here during 

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a o
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 
Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
LED Che
window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the us
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 

D as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on
ecking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 

TxPKT Timeout

Payload 
 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  

• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

below.  
 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 

this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in  
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the scroll-down menu.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

m

button, you can configur
(VLAN ID) o
and apply all the change

 Enable Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 

matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
co municate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 

e CoS (class of service) and VID 
n the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 

s you’ve made here.  
Gap: The Smart Burst 
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t B->A C. Packe

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes. 

down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
 

licking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

in the field down 

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 

By c

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length 
below.  
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D. Learning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  

 to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

 activates learning function in each test cycle. 
 
 

 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails 
Timeout field, the packet will drop.  
Learning by Sequence: This function 
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E. Criteria 

 

  
• , 

• r then the value you 
hen packet 

t ackets.  
 

 

Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here. 
Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here
the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

 Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is highe
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens w
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sen  p

Collision Event Allowance: You can set the allowable amount of collisions here.  
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F. Misc 

 

Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

 
 

G. Help 

 

ariables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. All test v
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9.2.2 B

Layer 2 cast Performance test is to transmit Broadcast streams to every 
point a

A

1. roadcast Test (BC) _ PT2-BC-100F (100Mbps, Full Duplex) 

100Mbps Full Duplex Broad
 th t is based on broadcast MAC address. 

. Media Type 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

mediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 

this task are connected properly before test. 
 

sk. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
n Checking 

LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 

 

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended im
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display

window will pop up when you start the ta
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed o
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap 
function is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function 
will increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is 
developed by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes 
of each testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for 
multi-stream tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if t ion 

 (All, Error, CRC Error, 
wn menu on the right side. 

nable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic 
overflow occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

me integrity.  
s.  

 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 
matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to 
transmit these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) 
and Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

his funct
is enabled.  

ackets that meet the criteria Enable Capture: System will capture all the p
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-do

 E

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking fra
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occur
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

n 

transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
 to 

e drop. 
enu.  

 
hile 

 mit 

 

 

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field dow
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will 
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will b
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down m

Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, w

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to trans
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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D. Learning 

 

 Ena s learning 
pac this function, no 
lea

 
 Tx  fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

 Lea cycle. 
 
 

ble Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allow
kets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable 
rning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  

Pkt Timeout: If the system
Timeout field, the packet will drop.  

rning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test 
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E. Criteria 

 

Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including 

 
error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 
 Nway access: This option enables power halved function. 

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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dcast Test (BC) _ PT2-BC-1G (1000Mbps, Full Duplex) 

Layer 2 1000Mbps Full Duplex Broadcast Performance test is to transmit Broadcast streams to every 
p

A. M i

9.2.22. Broa

oint that is based on broadcast MAC address. 

ed a Type 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes. 

down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
 

 
set the frame length to random (frame 

in the field down 
below.  

ting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length 

 Packet Set
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  
Enable s 
enabled.  
Enable Capture: , 
Undersize
Enable Flow w 
occurs. 
Enable DI Checksum: .  

 Halt on if Fail:
 Disable Check Result: 

matter the result is Pa  in 
the 
W

 W
This funct
value might t

 Estimation of T
these p
Estimated Packet

 
 
 
 

 S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function i

  System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error
 or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

  Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflo
This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity
 When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  

When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 
ss or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time

Packet Setting field. 
 ait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  

ait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 
ion is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 

ake some time to read.  
est: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 

ackets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
s Transmission Time. 
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C. Packet B->A 

 

ket Length Setting: As sh Pac own in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 

By  to random (frame 
ed (frame length will be a fixed 

, you can set the frame length in the field down 

 ed in this field.  
ing the set amount of time.  

mber of packets. If the system fails to 
 in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 

 with the Payload scroll-down menu.  
 ckets in this field.  

ing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

st. Set the burst gap to control the 
uces the fail rate. 

 ill take to transmit 

Packets Transmission Time. 

 

Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length

length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fix
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length
below.  
Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitt
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet dur
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set nu

send the test packet within the time you set
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets

Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between pa
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increas

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each bur
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap red

Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it w
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated 
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D. Learning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
smitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 

s will be transmitted.  
 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  

 
 
 

packets tran
learning packet

 
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will drop.  
Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 

 

 
 

transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 
 Nway access: This option enables power halved function. 

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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roadcast Test (BC) _ PT2-BC-10G (10Gbps, Full Duplex) 
Layer 2 10Gbps Full Duplex Broadcast Performance test is to transmit Broadcast streams to every point 
that is based on broadcast MAC address. 

A. Media Type 

9.2.23. B

   

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 

 Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 

quentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 

 

auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 
 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

 Link up se
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B. Packet A->B 

 

Packet Length Setting: 
Frame Length can be fro

 As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
m 64~1518 bytes.  

 
he Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
e randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or  (frame length will be a fixed 

By clicking t
length will b fixed
number). If you choose
below

 
this field

TxPKT Timeout
acket will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 

Payload scroll-down menu.  
 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  

 

 fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
.  

Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in  
field, the p
packets with the 

• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 

) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 

 art Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 

incr ease test fail rate.  
 

by 
tes
test  generated by DApps-MPT.  

ng test if this function is 

 Ena apture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 

 Ena rop if traffic overflow 

  tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 st procedures will be carried out no 

cess if you choose Transmit by Time in 

 the time you set here before checking test result.  
seconds before read the counters. 

 in memory buffer and the final counter 

kets and the time it will take to transmit 
 Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 

 

 
 
 
 

communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  
Enable Sm
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 

ease test performance and decr
Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 

Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
ting frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
s. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number duri
enabled.  

ble Capture: System will c
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

ble Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will d
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  
Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a
Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the 
Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all te
matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be ac
the Packet Setting field. 
Wait for check result: The system will halt for 

 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set micro
This function is useful for counters since they are stored
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of pac
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
m 64~1518 bytes.  

he Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

 

 

oad scroll-down menu.  

• 

 
these p

 

 

Frame Length can be fro
By clicking t

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down
below.  
Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payl

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
e. transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rat

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit
ackets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 

Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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D. Learning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  

ch test cycle. 
 
 

 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in ea
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9.2.24. Broadcast Test (BC) _ PT2-BC-Full  

Layer 2 Broadcast Full Performance Test. Perform Layer 2 Broadcast test by two groups with different 
Media Type such as 100Mbps and 1000Mbps for DUT ports with different maximum speeds. 

A. Media Type 

 

 Custom: Clicking this button to pop up a window for scrolling down and selecting the media
for Port A and B. 
Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you inp
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 type 

 ut 

 

 erly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 

n 
n press the Fail button, or vice versa. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 
Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 
Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected prop

window will 

LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed o
Checking LED Display window, the user ca
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B. Packet A->B 

 

acket Length Setting: As  P shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
 set the frame length to random (frame 

 fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
an set the frame length in the field 

 in 

uring the set amount of 

t number of packets. If the 
et in TxPKT Timeout 

 

  Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  

By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you c
down below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet d
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the se
system fails to send the test packet within the time you s
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

Packet Gap
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

CoS (class of service) and VID 

 
this function will 

 
tes of each 

testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 

 

 

lu
 Estimation of T t 

these p

 

 
 
 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  
Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  
Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th by

Undersize or 
 Enable Flow

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity. 
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  

Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 
matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 
Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  

 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 
This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 

e might take some tva ime to read.  
est: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmi

ackets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

 

 
 

of packets. If the system fails to 

 

te, while 
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down
below.  
Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time. 
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu. 

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail ra
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 D. Learning

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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ia E. Criter

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 

 of received 

 

• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (

• 

transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identi fication.  

G

 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

. Help 

 

A ell t st variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9.2.25. Filter Test (FT) _ PT2-FT-10H (10Mbps, Half Duplex) 

Layer 2 10Mbps Half Duplex Filter Performance Test transmit test streams with the same DA and SA 
(Destination and Source MAC address) to see if DUT can filter this redundant packets. 

A. Media Type 

 

  can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
n). 

  the Minimum Waiting Time you input 

 otiation exceeds the Media Type 
p and the test result will be fail. 

orts sequentially (one-by-one). 
 manner as well. If any problems happen 
can identify which port is causing the 

 his task are connected properly before test. 
  is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

w DUT LEDs’ 

y window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 

versa. 

Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-dow
Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for
here during auto-negotiation process. 
Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-neg
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will sto

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to p
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 
Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in t
LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function
window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user ho
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Displa
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice 
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
m 64~1518 bytes.  Frame Length can be fro

 

• 
meout

 
• s the fail rate, while 

By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
 system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Ti

field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduce
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 

same Broadcast domain 
f the physical location. By clicking the Setup 

button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

.  

 
oose Transmit by Time in 

 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

communicate within the 
regardless o

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  

Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 
matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you ch
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result. 
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  
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->A C. Packet B

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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ing D. Learn

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
u disable this function, no 

e Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning fra es.  

TxPKT 

tes learning function in each test cycle. 

packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If yo
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Fram
m

 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in 
Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  

 Learning by Sequence: This function activa
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E. Criteria 

 

Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet l oss/excess here.  
e, 

l.  

u 
 packet 

ed 

 
 

• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set her
the test result of the DUT will be fai

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value yo
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of receiv
packets is more than sent packets.  

Collision Event Allowance: You can set the allowable amount of collisions here.  
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F. Misc 

 

 tle of T
 

G. Help 

Ti ask Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

 

A ell t st variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9 2

Laye st streams with the same DA and SA 
( s

A

.2. 6. Filter Test (FT) _ PT2-FT-10F (10Mbps, Full Duplex) 

r 2 10Mbps Full Duplex Filter Performance Test transmit te
De tination and Source MAC address) to see if DUT can filter this redundant packets. 

. Media Type 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 

 lt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 

 

 equentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
any problems happen 

g the 

 Lin t. 
 LE

er how DUT LEDs’ 

LE LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
yed on 

Ch rsa. 

auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 
Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will ha
here during auto-negotiation process. 
Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 
Link up s
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causin
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

k Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before tes
D Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the us
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 

D Display window here on 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displa

ecking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice ve
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to  (frame random

a fixed 
 frame length in the field down 

 Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be 
 set thenumber). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can

below.  
 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 

this field.  

•
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

m

button, you can configur
(VLAN ID) o
and apply all the change

 Enable Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 

matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
co municate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 

e CoS (class of service) and VID 
n the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 

s you’ve made here.  
Gap: The Smart Burst 
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t B->A C. Packe

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes. 

down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
 

licking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

in the field down 

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 

By c

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length 
below.  
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D. Learning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  

 to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

 activates learning function in each test cycle. 
 
 

 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails 
Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
Learning by Sequence: This function 
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E. Criteria 

 

  
• , 

• r then the value you 
hen packet 

t ackets.  
 

 

Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here. 
Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here
the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

 Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is highe
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens w
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sen  p
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F. Misc 

 

Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

 
 

G. Help 

 

ariables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. All test v
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9.2.2 F

Layer 2  Performance Test transmit test streams with the same DA and SA 
(Des a

A

7. ilter Test (FT) _ PT2-FT-100H (100Mbps, Half Duplex) 

100Mbps Half Duplex Filter
tin tion and Source MAC address) to see if DUT can filter this redundant packets. 

. Media Type 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

mediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 

this task are connected properly before test. 
 

sk. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
n Checking 

LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 

 

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended im
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display

window will pop up when you start the ta
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed o
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 

 (All, Error, CRC Error, 
wn menu on the right side. 

ble Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

me integrity.  
s.  

 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 
matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

enabled.  
ackets that meet the criteria Enable Capture: System will capture all the p

Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-do
 Ena

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking fra
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occur
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

n 

transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
 to 

e drop. 
enu.  

 
hile 

 mit 

 

 

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field dow
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will 
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will b
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down m

Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, w

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to trans
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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D. Learning 

 

 Ena s learning 
pac this function, no 
lea

 
 Tx  fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

 Lea cycle. 
 
 

ble Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allow
kets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable 
rning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  

Pkt Timeout: If the system
Timeout field, the packet will drop.  

rning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test 
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E. Criteria 

 

Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including 

 
error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  

ent Allowance: You can set the allowable amount of collisions here.  
 

 Collision Ev
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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r Test (FT) _ PT2-FT-100F (100Mbps, Full Duplex) 

Layer 2 100Mbps Full Duplex Filter Performance Test transmit test streams with the same DA and SA 
( s

A. M i

9.2.28. Filte

De tination and Source MAC address) to see if DUT can filter this redundant packets. 

ed a Type 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
Frame Length random (frame 

e length will be a fixed 

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

By clicking the  scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (fram
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

this field.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  
Enable s 
enabled.  
Enable Capture: , 
Undersize
Enable Flow w 
occurs. 
Enable DI Checksum: .  

 Halt on if Fail:
 Disable Check Result: 

matter the result is Pa  in 
the 
W

 W
This funct
value might t

 Estimation of T
these p
Estimated Packet

 
 

 

 S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function i

  System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error
 or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

  Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflo
This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity
 When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  

When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 
ss or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time

Packet Setting field. 
 ait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  

ait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 
ion is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 

ake some time to read.  
est: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 

ackets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
s Transmission Time. 
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Pac own in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 

By  to random (frame 
ed (frame length will be a fixed 

, you can set the frame length in the field down 

 ed in this field.  
ing the set amount of time.  

mber of packets. If the system fails to 
 in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 

 with the Payload scroll-down menu.  
 ckets in this field.  

ing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

st. Set the burst gap to control the 
uces the fail rate. 

 ill take to transmit 

Packets Transmission Time. 

 

ket Length Setting: As sh
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fix
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length
below.  
Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitt
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet dur
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set nu

send the test packet within the time you set
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets

Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between pa
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increas

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each bur
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap red

Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it w
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated 
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D. Learning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
smitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 

s will be transmitted.  
 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  

 
 
 

packets tran
learning packet

 
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 

 

 
 

transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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ilter Test (FT) _ PT2-FT-1G (1000Mbps, Full Duplex) 

Layer 2 1000Mbps Full Duplex Filter Performance Test transmit test streams with the same DA and SA 
(Destination and Source MAC address) to see if DUT can filter this redundant packets. 

A. Media Type 

9.2.29. F

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

ime you input 

y: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 

during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 

 

 you can set the transmitting mode to 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting T
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

 Link up sequentiall
Therefore, 
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B. Packet A->B 

 

Packet Length Setting: 
Frame Length can be fro

 As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
m 64~1518 bytes.  

 
he Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
e randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or  (frame length will be a fixed 

By clicking t
length will b fixed
number). If you choose
below

 
this field

TxPKT Timeout
acket will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 

Payload scroll-down menu.  
 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  

 

 fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
.  

Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in  
field, the p
packets with the 

• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 

) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 

 art Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 

incr ease test fail rate.  
 

by 
tes
test  generated by DApps-MPT.  

ng test if this function is 

 Ena apture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 

 Ena rop if traffic overflow 

  tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 st procedures will be carried out no 

cess if you choose Transmit by Time in 

 the time you set here before checking test result.  
seconds before read the counters. 

 in memory buffer and the final counter 

kets and the time it will take to transmit 
 Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 

 

 
 
 
 

communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  
Enable Sm
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 

ease test performance and decr
Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 

Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
ting frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
s. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number duri
enabled.  

ble Capture: System will c
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

ble Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will d
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  
Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a
Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the 
Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all te
matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be ac
the Packet Setting field. 
Wait for check result: The system will halt for 

 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set micro
This function is useful for counters since they are stored
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of pac
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
m 64~1518 bytes.  

he Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

 

 

oad scroll-down menu.  

• 

 
these p

 

 

Frame Length can be fro
By clicking t

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down
below.  
Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payl

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
e. transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rat

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit
ackets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 

Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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D. Learning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  

ch test cycle. 
 
 

 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in ea
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 
 Nway access: This option enables power halved function.         

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9.2.30. Filter Test (FT) _ PT2-FT-10G (10Gbps) 

Layer 2 10Gbps Full Duplex Filter Performance Test transmit test streams with the same DA and SA 
(Destination and Source MAC address) to see if DUT can filter this redundant packets. 

A. Media Type 

   

Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mo de to Auto (with 

 

 e spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 

n 

 
  LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
ld be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 

LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 

 

auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 
Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 
Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the tim
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happe
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 
Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking

display shou

Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 
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B. Packet A->B 

 

ket Length Setting: As sh Pac own in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
set the frame length to random (frame 

 (frame length will be a fixed 
n set the frame length in the field down 

 in 

uring the set amount of 

t number of packets. If the 
et in TxPKT Timeout 

 

  Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  

By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you ca
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet d
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the se
system fails to send the test packet within the time you s
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

Packet Gap
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

CoS (class of service) and VID 

 
this function will 

 
tes of each 

testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 

 

 

lu
 Estimation of T t 

these p

 

 
 
 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  
Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  
Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th by

Undersize or 
 Enable Flow

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity. 
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  

Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 
matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 
Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  

 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 
This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 

e might take some tva ime to read.  
est: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmi

ackets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

 

 
 

of packets. If the system fails to 

 

te, while 
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down
below.  
Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time. 
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu. 

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail ra
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 D. Learning

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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ia E. Criter

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 

 of received 

 

• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (

• 

transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identi fication.  

G

 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

. Help 

 

A ell t st variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9.2.31. Filter Test (FT) _ PT2-FT-Full  

Layer 2 Filter Full Performance Test. Perform Layer 2 Filter Test by two groups with different Media Type 
such as 100Mbps and 1000Mbps for DUT ports with different maximum speeds. 

A. Media Type 

 

 r scrolling down and selecting the media type 

  the Minimum Waiting Time you input 

 otiation exceeds the Media Type 
p and the test result will be fail. 

orts sequentially (one-by-one). 
 manner as well. If any problems happen 
can identify which port is causing the 

 his task are connected properly before test. 
  is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

w DUT LEDs’ 

y window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 

versa. 
 

Custom: Clicking this button to pop up a window fo
for Port A and B. 
Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for
here during auto-negotiation process. 
Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-neg
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will sto

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to p
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 
Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in t
LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function
window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user ho
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Displa
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice 
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
m 64~1518 bytes.  Frame Length can be fro

 

• 
meout

 
• s the fail rate, while 

By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
 system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Ti

field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduce
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 

same Broadcast domain 
f the physical location. By clicking the Setup 

button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

.  

 
oose Transmit by Time in 

 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

communicate within the 
regardless o

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  

Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 
matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you ch
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result. 
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  
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->A C. Packet B

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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ing D. Learn

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures dow
packets transmitted to the DUT before test p

n below, enabling this function allows learning 
ackets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 

ning packets will be transmitted.  
 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  

TxPKT 
Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  

 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
 
 

lear
 

 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in 
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• tal Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 

using the amount of received 

 
 

To
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, ca
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 tle of T
 Appl

G. Help 

Ti ask Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
y: Apply the changes you made. 

 

All test varia  listed here for reference. bles used for this task and their definitions will be
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9.2.3

Laye plex CRC check Performance Test is to find if DUT can filter and discard frames 
w  

A. M

2. CRC Error Test (CRC) _ PT2-CRC-10H (10Mbps, Half Duplex) 

r 2 10Mbps Half Du
ith CRC error. 

edia Type 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

aiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 

 nnections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 

 

 us Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
hecking LED Display 

 LEDs’ 

LE T 
LE  

 versa. 

 Minimum W

Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 
Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes co
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 
Link Stat

 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a C
window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 

D Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DU
D as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on

Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 

TxPKT Timeout

Payload 
 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  

• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

below.  
 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 

this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in  
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the scroll-down menu.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

m

button, you can configur
(VLAN ID) o
and apply all the change

increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  
 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 

by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 

matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
co municate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 

e CoS (class of service) and VID 
n the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 

s you’ve made here.  
 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 

is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
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 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes. 

down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
 

licking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

in the field down 

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 

By c

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length 
below.  
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D. Learning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  

 to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

 activates learning function in each test cycle. 
 
 

 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails 
Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
Learning by Sequence: This function 
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E. Criteria 

 

  
• , 

• r then the value you 
hen packet 

t ackets.  
 

 

Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here. 
Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here
the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

 Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is highe
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens w
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sen  p

Collision Event Allowance: You can set the allowable amount of collisions here.  
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F. Misc 

 

Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

 
 
 Nway access: This option enables power halved function.            

. Help G

 

A e rence. ll t st variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for refe
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9.2.3 C

Layer 2 heck Performance Test is to find if DUT can filter and discard frames 
with 

A

3. RC Error Test (CRC) _ PT2-CRC-10F (10Mbps, Full Duplex) 

10Mbps Full Duplex CRC c
CRC error. 

. Media Type 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

mediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 

this task are connected properly before test. 
 

e task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
n Checking 

LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 

 

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended im
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display

window will pop up when you start th
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed o
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 

 (All, Error, CRC Error, 
wn menu on the right side. 

ble Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

me integrity.  
s.  

 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 
matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

enabled.  
ackets that meet the criteria Enable Capture: System will capture all the p

Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-do
 Ena

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking fra
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occur
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap
• 

•

 Estimation of T
these p s (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packet

 

 

 Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

 Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

est: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
ackets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packet

s Transmission Time. 
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D. a Le rning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 

 

transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 tle of T
 Appl
 Nw

G

Ti ask Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
y: Apply the changes you made. 

ay access: This option enables power halved function.              

. Help 

 

All test varia  for reference. bles used for this task and their definitions will be listed here
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9.2.3

L e
frames with CRC error. 

A. M

4. CRC Error Test (CRC) _ PT2-CRC-100H (100Mbps, Half Duplex) 

ay r 2 100Mbps Half Duplex CRC check Performance Test is to find if DUT can filter and discard 

edia Type 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

ne-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 

 
 ck Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

er how DUT LEDs’ 
Checking 

LE  
Ch

here during 

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a o
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 
Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
LED Che
window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the us
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 

D as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on
ecking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 

TxPKT Timeout

Payload 
 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  

• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

below.  
 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 

this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in  
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the scroll-down menu.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

m

button, you can configur
(VLAN ID) o
and apply all the change

increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  
 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 

by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 

matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
co municate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 

e CoS (class of service) and VID 
n the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 

s you’ve made here.  
 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 

is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
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t B->A C. Packe

 

random (frame 
th will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 

ransmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to 
leng

below.  
You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.   Packet Setting: 

• T
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D. Learning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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E. Criteria 

 

, 

ent Allowance: You can set the allowable amount of collisions here.  
 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  

 Collision Ev
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F. Misc 

 

Title of Task Name: You can assign a name  to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9 3 l Duplex) 

Laye est is to find if DUT can filter and discard 
fram

A. M

.2. 5. CRC Error Test (CRC) _ PT2-CRC-100F (100Mbps, Ful

r 2 100Mbps Full Duplex CRC check Performance T
es with CRC error. 

edia Type 

   

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (wit
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 
Minimum Waiting Time: DApp

h 

 s-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 

 ections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 

ED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 
 

here during auto-negotiation process. 
 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 

Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 
Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes conn
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

Checking L
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 

length will b
number). If you choose  

this field

Payload  
 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  

• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 
t-time is wirespeed.  

By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
e randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

 fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the scroll-down menu. 

96 bi
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 

is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 

matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 
 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 

is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 

 regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
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->A C. Packet B

 

length will b
number). If you choose  
below

 Packet Setting: s will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 

Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 

By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
e randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

 fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down
.  

You can set how packet
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ing D. Learn

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  

TxPKT 

 Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
 

 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in 
 field, the packet will be drop.  Timeout

 Learning by
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 

 

transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  

 Collision Event Allowance: You can set the allowable amount of collisions here.  
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F. Misc 

 

 tle of T
 Appl

G. Help 

Ti ask Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
y: Apply the changes you made. 

 

All test varia  listed here for reference. bles used for this task and their definitions will be
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9.2.3

L e
frames with CRC error. 

A. M

6. CRC Error Test (CRC) _ PT2-CRC-1G (1000Mbps, Full Duplex) 

ay r 2 1000Mbps Full Duplex CRC check Performance Test is to find if DUT can filter and discard 

edia Type 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

ne-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 

 
 ck Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

er how DUT LEDs’ 
Checking 

LE  
Ch

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a o
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 
Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
LED Che
window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the us
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 

D as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on
ecking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 

TxPKT Timeout
he content of the transmitting 

packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  
 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  

• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

below.  
 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 

this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in  
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set t
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

m

button, you can configur
(VLAN ID) o
and apply all the change

 Enable Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 

matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
co municate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 

e CoS (class of service) and VID 
n the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 

s you’ve made here.  
Gap: The Smart Burst 
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes. 

down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
 

By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
th will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 

ransmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 

leng

below.  
You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.   Packet Setting: 

• T
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D. Learning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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E. Criteria 

 

, 
 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  

• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here
the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

Title of Task Name: You can assign a name  to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9 3
Laye est is to find if DUT can filter and discard 
fram

A. Media T

.2. 7. CRC Error Test (CRC) _ PT2-CRC-10G (10Gbps) 
r 2 100Mbps Half Duplex CRC check Performance T
es with CRC error. 

ype 

   

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 
Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input  

 

 l ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 

ED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 
 

here during auto-negotiation process. 
 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 

Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 
Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 
Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check al

Checking L
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B. Packet A->B 

 

Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 

 

length will b
number). If you choose  
below

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

t-time is wirespeed.  

By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
e randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

 fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down
.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

96 bi
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 

 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 

 
 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 

is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 

matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 
 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 

is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain

button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here. 
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->A C. Packet B

 

 

By clicking t , you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 

Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

he Frame Length scroll-down menu
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ing D. Learn

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

 field, the packet will drop.  
 Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 

 

Timeout
 Learning by
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  

 
 Collision Event Allowance: You can set the allowable amount of collisions here.  
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F. Misc 

 

 tle of T
 Appl

G. Help 

Ti ask Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
y: Apply the changes you made. 

 

All test varia  listed here for reference. 
 

bles used for this task and their definitions will be
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9.2.3

Layer 2 CRC check Full Performance Test. Perform Layer 2 CRC check test by two groups with different 
Media Type such as 100Mbps and 1000Mbps for DUT ports with different maximum speeds. 

A. Media Type 

8. CRC Error Test (CRC) _ PT2-CRC-Full 

 

 Custom: Clicking this button to pop up a window for scrolling down and selecting the media type 
for Port A and B. 

aiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 

 nnections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 

 

 us Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 

LE T 
LE  
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 

 Minimum W

Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 
Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes co
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 
Link Stat

display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
D Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DU
D as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 

 Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 

TxPKT Timeout

Payload 
 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  

• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 
96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

below.  
 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 

this field.  

•

time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in  
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the scroll-down menu.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

m

button, you can configur
(VLAN ID) o
and apply all the change

 Enable Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 

matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
co municate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 

e CoS (class of service) and VID 
n the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 

s you’ve made here.  
Gap: The Smart Burst 
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t B->A C. Packe

 

 
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

in the field down 

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
ansmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 
send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes. 

down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length 
below.  

• Tr
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D. Learning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  

, 
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F. Misc 

 

Title of Task Name: You can assign a name  to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9.3. T
For av refer to “1.2.3. Performance Task in Layer 3 
(PT3)

The general t Task are almost identical to those 
available for , some features and settings in Layer 
2 Performance Task, which will be listed and 
explained in

9.3.1. Performance Task Layer 3 – Ping  
As a network utility, Ping is widely used for testing if one specific host is reachable through its IP address. 
Also, Ping can be used to measure the time it takes to transmit packets from a local host to the 
designated computer located on a network and back.  

A. Setup 

est Tasks – Layer 3 
ailable Layer 3 tasks and their descriptions, please 

.” 

ask setting options available for Layer 3 Performance 
 Layer 2 Performance Task and can be related. However

Task are different from those in Layer 3 Performance 
 the following chapters.  

 
• IP Address Table: Since Ping is a network utility based on TCP/IP protocol, you have to assign 

IP addresses to the Port A/B first on the IP Address Table.  
Take the figure above as an example: the Port 

 

A/B will be assigned an IP Address (192.168.10.1), 
a Subnet Mask (255.255.255.0), and a Gateway (192.168.1.254). The Port A will ping the IP 
address of 192.168.10.2 during the test. All the IP addresses, Subnet Mask, Gateway, and Ping IP 
can be set by clicking on the column and input manually.  

• Ping Count: You can set how many times the Ping will be run in this field.  
• Ping Interval: You can set the interval between each Ping in this field.  
• Ping Lost: You can set the allowable tolerance loss in this field. 
• Wait for Check Result: The system will halt for the set amount of time before checking the result.  
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• Media Type: Click this scroll-down menu to select the media type for 
Ping test. If you do not want to make any changes, please select OFF.  

• Waiting Time: You can set the amount of waiting time after the media type is 
changed in this field. This function will turn gray and can’t be accesse
OFF under Media Type.  

• Link Status Check: Check link status before test. If you select ON/Alarm, an alarm window will 
pop-up if link fails. 

B. Help 

d if you select 

 
All te v

 
st ariables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9.3.2. Unicast Test (UC) _ PT3-UC-10H (10Mbps, Half Duplex) 

L e smit 
test 

A. Media Type 

ay r 3 10Mbps Half Duplex Unicast Performance Test. Layer 3 Unicast performance test is to tran
streams via point to point addressing method that is based on IP address. 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 
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B. Packet A->B 

 

Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 

 
By clicking t Frame Length , you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

he  scroll-down menu
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 
rdless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 

button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

me integrity.  
s.  

 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 
r the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 

the Packet Setting field. 
 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  

useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
s that is a group of hosts with common requirement

communicate within the same Broadcast domain
rega

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking fra
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occur

matte

 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 
This function is 
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 

ield down 

 s will be transmitted in this field.  
 ansmit packet during the set amount of time.  
  will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

 TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
ting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Pa ween packets in this field.  
• 

ed.  

mission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 
 ime it will take to transmit 

Es
 

number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the f
below.  
Packet Setting: You can set how packet
• Transmit by time: The system will tr
• Transmit by packet: The system

send the test packet within the time you set in
Also, you can set the content of the transmit

cket Gap Setting: You can set the gaps bet
Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 
96 bit-time is wirespe

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
trans

Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the t
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 

timated Packets Transmission Time. 
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ing D. Learn

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 

d 

 Co e: You can set the allowable amount of collisions here.  
 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of receive
packets is more than sent packets.  

llision Event Allowanc
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 
 Nway access: This option enables power halved function.              

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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H. Set IP 

 

You can set the Port A/B’s IP Address, Subnet Mask and Gateway here. You must click on Apply button 
to save this setting. 
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9.3.3. Unicast Test (UC) _ PT3-UC-10F (10Mbps, Full Duplex) 

Layer 3 10Mbps Full Duplex Unicast Performance Test. Layer 3 Unicast performance test is to transmit 

A. Media Type 

test streams via point to point addressing method that is based on IP address. 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 

clicking the Setup 
e CoS (class of service) and VID 

n the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 

plex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 

matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 

 

 
 
 
 

communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By 
button, you can configur
(VLAN ID) o
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function Enable Smart Burst 
is for half-du
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
n Packets (Per Port) and 

 

transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmissio
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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D. Learning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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ria E. Crite

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 
 Nway access: This option enables power halved function.              

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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H. Set IP 

 

You can set the Port A/B’s IP Address, Subnet Mask and Gateway here. You must click on Apply button 
to save this setting. 
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 _ PT3-UC-100H (100Mbps, Half Duplex) 

Layer 3 100Mbps Half Duplex Unicast Performance Test. Layer 3 Unicast performance test is to transmit 
test streams via point to point addressing method that is based on IP address. 

A. Media Type 

9.3.4. Unicast Test (UC)

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Sett  in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
.  

ing: As shown
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes

 
By clicking th
len

e Fram n  le  
gth will be random ned from 64~1518  len e a fixed 

u choose fixe me Leng rame le n 

 : You can s will be t

Transmit by tim ill transmit amount of 
me.  

field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
 

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

e Length scroll-down me
ly assig

ngth to random (frame
gth will b

u, you can set the frame
 bytes) or fixed (frame

d as your Fra th, you can set the fnumber). If yo ngth in the field dow
below.  
Packet Setting set how packet ransmitted in 
this field.  

• e: The system w  packet during the set 
ti

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 

packets with the Payload scroll-down menu. 
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 

matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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D. Learning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  

ction in each test cycle. 
 
 

 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 
Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  

 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning fun
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

g error packets) is higher then the value you • Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (includin
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  

 Collision Event Allowance: You can set the allowable amount of collisions here.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 
 Nway access: This option enables power halved function.              

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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H. Set IP 

 

You can set the Port A/B’s IP Address, Subnet Mask and Gateway here. You must click on Apply button 
to save this setting. 
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9.3.5. Unicast Test (UC) _ PT3-UC-100F (100Mbps, Full Duplex) 

Layer 3 100Mbps Full Duplex Unicast Performance Test. Layer 3 Unicast performance test is to transmit 
test streams via point to point addressing method that is based on IP address. 

A. Media Type 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 

matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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D. Learning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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H. Set IP 

 

You can set the Port A/B’s IP Address, Subnet Mask and Gateway here. You must click on Apply button 
to save this setting. 
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9.3.6. Unicast Test (UC) _ PT3-UC-1G (1000Mbps, Full Duplex) 

Layer 3 1000Mbps Full Duplex Unicast Performance Test. Layer 3 Unicast performance test is to 
transmit test streams via point to point addressing method that is based on IP address. 

A. Media Type 

 

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 

matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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D. Learning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will be drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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H. Set IP 

 

You can set the Port A/B’s IP Address, Subnet Mask and Gateway here. You must click on Apply button 
to save this setting. 
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9.3.7. Unicast Test (UC) _ PT3-UC-10G (10Gbps) 

Layer 3 10Gbps Full Duplex Unicast Performance Test. Layer 3 Unicast performance test is to transmit 
test streams via point to point addressing method that is based on IP address. 

A. Media Type 

   

 Media Type: By clicking the scroll-down menu, you can set the transmitting mode to Auto (with 
auto-negotiation), or Off (all the ports in this task are link-down). 

 Minimum Waiting Time: DApps-MPT will halt at least for the Minimum Waiting Time you input 
here during auto-negotiation process. 

 Media Type Waiting Timeout: If the time spent for auto-negotiation exceeds the Media Type 
Waiting Timeout you set here, the test will stop and the test result will be fail. 

 Link up sequentially: DApps-MPT makes connections to ports sequentially (one-by-one). 
Therefore, DUT’s Link LEDs will be ON in a one-by-one manner as well. If any problems happen 
during the test, it will be suspended immediately. Users can identify which port is causing the 
problem by checking DUT’s port LEDs. 

 Link Status Check: DApps-MPT will check all ports in this task are connected properly before test. 
 LED Check Setting: If the LED Check Reminder function is enabled, a Checking LED Display 

window will pop up when you start the task. This window can remind the user how DUT LEDs’ 
display should be during the task. You can set the information that will be displayed on Checking 
LED Display window here on LED Check Setting field. Also, you can load the image file for DUT 
LED as well. If DUT’s LED is not displayed as it should be comparing to the image file displayed on 
Checking LED Display window, the user can press the Fail button, or vice versa. 
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B. Packet A->B 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  

 
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in 
this field.  

• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of 
time.  

• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the 
system fails to send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout 
field, the packet will be drop. Also, you can set the content of the transmitting 
packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  
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• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) 
is a group of hosts with common requirements that 
communicate within the same Broadcast domain 
regardless of the physical location. By clicking the Setup 
button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID 
(VLAN ID) on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply 
and apply all the changes you’ve made here.  

 Enable Smart Burst Gap: The Smart Burst Gap function 
is for half-duplex mode only. Enabling this function will 
increase test performance and decrease test fail rate.  

 Enable X-TAG: X-TAG is a 12-byte tag which is developed 
by Xtramus and embedded at 49th~60th bytes of each 
testing frames generated by Rapid-Matrix for multi-stream 
tests. X-TAG will be added to all the testing frames generated by DApps-MPT.  

 Enable S/N Error Check: DApps-MPT will check DUT’s serial number during test if this function is 
enabled.  

 Enable Capture: System will capture all the packets that meet the criteria (All, Error, CRC Error, 
Undersize or Oversize) you set on the scroll-down menu on the right side. 

 Enable Flow Control: When enabling this function, the transmitting rate will drop if traffic overflow 
occurs. This function must be enabled under full-duplex.  

 Enable DI Checksum: Enable this function to add a tag to the frame for tracking frame integrity.  
 Halt on if Fail: When this function is enabled, the test process will halt if Fail occurs.  
 Disable Check Result: When this mode is enabled, all test procedures will be carried out no 

matter the result is Pass or Fail. This mode can only be access if you choose Transmit by Time in 
the Packet Setting field. 

 Wait for check result: The system will halt for the time you set here before checking test result.  
 Wait for read counter: The system will halt for the set microseconds before read the counters. 

This function is useful for counters since they are stored in memory buffer and the final counter 
value might take some time to read.  

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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C. Packet B->A 

 

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes.  
By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you can set the frame length to random (frame 
length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) or fixed (frame length will be a fixed 
number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can set the frame length in the field down 
below.  

 Packet Setting: You can set how packets will be transmitted in this field.  
• Transmit by time: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time.  
• Transmit by packet: The system will transmit the set number of packets. If the system fails to 

send the test packet within the time you set in TxPKT Timeout field, the packet will be drop. 
Also, you can set the content of the transmitting packets with the Payload scroll-down menu.  

 Packet Gap Setting: You can set the gaps between packets in this field.  
• Frame Gap: Duration time between frames. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate, while 

96 bit-time is wirespeed.  

• Collision Release Gap: Duration between each burst. Set the burst gap to control the 
transmission rate of packets. Increasing Frame Gap reduces the fail rate. 

 Estimation of Test: System will calculate the amount of packets and the time it will take to transmit 
these packets, and display these statistics in Estimated Transmission Packets (Per Port) and 
Estimated Packets Transmission Time. 
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D. Learning 

 

 Enable Learning: As shown in the figures down below, enabling this function allows learning 
packets transmitted to the DUT before test packets are transmitted. If you disable this function, no 
learning packets will be transmitted.  

 Frame Count: Repeat frame count per learning packets burst.  
 Frame Gap: Duration time between learning frames.  
 Tx Pkt Timeout: If the system fails to send the learning packet within the time you set in TxPKT 

Timeout field, the packet will drop.  
 Learning by Sequence: This function activates learning function in each test cycle. 
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E. Criteria 

 

 Allowable Tolerance: You can set the allowable amount packet loss/excess here.  
• Total Packet Loss: If packet loss (including error packets) is higher then the value you set here, 

the test result of the DUT will be fail.  

• Total Packet Excess: If packets excess (including error packets) is higher then the value you 
set here, the test result of the DUT will be fail. Packet excess happens when packet 
transmission is bad and packets are resend multiple times, causing the amount of received 
packets is more than sent packets.  
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F. Misc 

 

 Title of Task Name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

G. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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H. Set IP 

 

You can set the Port A/B’s IP Address, Subnet Mask and Gateway here. You must click on Apply button 
to save this setting. 
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9.4. Test Task – Serial Port (CON) 
CON refers to the console port, CON port or RS232 interface. This test will perform a series of standard 
terminal command to check the response of CON port. For more detail description regarding to Test 
Task – Serial Port, please refer to “5.4. Serial Port (CON) Test”. 

9.4.1. CON (Serial Port) – Setup Test 
CON (Serial Port) Setup Test executes commands via manual script or script file to DUT’s RS232 
interface.  

A. Setup 

 

 CON Port Information: This table shows information regarding to the testing serial port.  
• Port: CON port of the IPC or the PC that control the chassis 
• Baud Rate: Transmission speed. 
• Data Bits: Data length of a segment. 
• Stop Bits: Stop bits of a segment 
• Parity: The method to check the correctness 
• Setup: Click this button to set the values on 

COM Port Information table. You can click 
Default to set all values to default, Apply to apply all the changes you’ve made, or Cancel to exit 
without any changes. 

 Script Setup: To execute scripts for serial port tests, you can choose to Run Script File, or Run 
Script.  
• Run Script File: Click Load File to load a text file (*.txt) on your PC.  
• Run Script: You can edit/input a script with console commands in the field down below. Click < 

Add Waiting to add a waiting command to the edit area. You can set the amount of seconds for 
the waiting command in the field down below. To clear all texts in the edit area, click Clear.  

 Wait after Setup: You can set the waiting time for the system to halt after finishing configuring.  
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B. Misc 

 
 Title of task name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made. 

C. Help 

 

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference.  
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9.4.2. CON (Serial Port) – Check Test 
Con (Serial Port) – Check Test checks and sees if DUT responses the pre-defined keyword correctly via 
DUT’s RS232 interfaces.  

A. Setup 

 

 CON Port Information: This table shows information regarding to the testing serial port.  
• Port: CON port of the IPC or the PC that control the chassis 
• Baud Rate: Transmission speed.  
• Data Bits: Data length of a segment. 
• Stop Bits: Stop bits of a segment 
• Parity: The method to check the 

correctness 

• Setup: Click this button to set the values 
on COM Port Information table. You can 
click Default to set all values to default, Apply to apply all the changes you’ve made, or Cancel 
to exit without any changes. 

 Keyword Setup: You can set the keyword for testing here.  
• Keyword Case Sensitive: Enable this function and set the Keyword authentication to case 

sensitive.  

• Halt on if Fail: If you enable this function, system will stop if the test fails. 
• Check Keyword: You can input the keyword here in this field. 
• Wait Before Check: System will halt for the set amount of seconds before checking keyword. 
• Wait After Check: System will halt for the set amount of seconds after checking keyword. 
• CON-Check Result if Keyword is present: If the keyword is found, you can set the result of the 

test to be Pass or Fail. 
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B. Misc 

 
 Title of task name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made.  

C. Help 

 
All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9.5. Test Tasks – General  
Tasks available here include Toggle MDI-II/X and Media Pre-Setting.  

9.5.1. Toggle MDI-II/X 
Test the Auto MDIX function of different speed/link modes of the DUT. Toggle MDI-II/X is a technology 
that automatically detects the required cable connection type (straight-through or crossover) and 
configures the connection appropriately. 

A. Setup 

 
 Media Type Select: Click the scroll-down menu to select the media type.  

 

 Port Select: By clicking this button, a Select Ports for Testing window will pop up, allowing you to 
select the ports you would like to use for the task.  
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B. Misc 

 
 Title of task name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made.  

C. Help 

 
All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9.5.2. Media Pre-Setting 
Test MDIX by Media Pre-setting mode or force MDI (straight-through connection) or MDIX (crossover 
connection) mode of DUT.  

A. Setup 

 

 Type Select: Click the scroll-down menu to choose the link mode for Media Pre-Setting test. Three 
modes are available: Auto MDI-X, Force MDI, and Force MDIX.  

 
 Port Select: By clicking this button, a Select Ports for Testing window will pop up, allowing you to 

select the module cards and the ports you would like to use for the task.  
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B. Misc 

 
 Title of task name: You can assign a name to this task for identification.  
 Apply: Apply the changes you made.  

C. Help 

 
All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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9.6. Router-NAT 

This task allows the testing of the router’s functions. 

A. Set 

        

 Packet Length Setting: As shown in the figure down below, in a standard Ethernet II frame, the 
Frame Length can be from 64~1518 bytes. By clicking the Frame Length scroll-down menu, you 
can set the frame length to random (frame length will be randomly assigned from 64~1518 bytes) 
or fixed (frame length will be a fixed number). If you choose fixed as your Frame Length, you can 
set the frame length in the field down below. 

 Packet Setting: The system will transmit packet during the set amount of time. 
 VLAN Setting: Add VLAN tag for test. VLAN (Virtual LAN) is a group of hosts with common 

requirements that communicate within the same Broadcast domain regardless of the physical 
location. By clicking the Setup button, you can configure CoS (class of service) and VID (VLAN ID) 
on the pop-up VLAN Setup window. Click Apply and apply all the changes you’ve made here. 

 Connection Setting: You can set the basic connection setting here. 
• WAN Link Type: Scroll down to choose between DHCP or Static IP. 
• Connection Wait Timeout: Scroll down to choose the value in seconds. 
• DUT WAN Static IP: Set the WAN IP of your DUT (Device Under Test). 
• WAN Gateway IP: You can set the WAN gateway IP in this field. 
• Skip DHCP Process if Valid: enable this function to allow the system to skip DHCP process. 

 WAN: You can choose between Port A or Port B to be the WAN port. 
 LAN: You can choose between Port A or Port B to be the LAN port. 
 Loss Tolerance(pkts): You can set the value of tolerance for losing packets. 
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 Excess Tolerance(pkts): You can set the value of tolerance for excessive packets. 
 Enable Flow Control: enable this option to allow the flow control function. 

B. Test Procedure 

  

 Force Link Down: Enabling this function will allow you to set the time to force link down. 
 Link Wait (Minimum): The minimum waiting time for link up. 
 Link Wait (Time Out): The maximum waiting time for link up. 
 WAN Media Type: Scroll down to choose the media type for WAN port in auto negotiation mode. 
 LAN Media Type: Scroll down to choose the media type for LAN port in auto negotiation mode. 
 WAN to LAN Utilization (%): The transfer rate from WAN port to LAN port. 
 LAN to WAN Utilization (%): The transfer rate from LAN port to WAN port. 
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C. Help 

  

All test variables used for this task and their definitions will be listed here for reference. 
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10. Test Result & Report 
When the test is complete, a Final Report window will pop up and tell you the overview test result as show 
in the figure down below.  

 

A final report of Pass will be displayed on the Final Report window if all tasks passed. If any one of the 
task fails, a Fail message will be displayed instead.  

    

Press OK button on the Final Report window to finish the test so you can start another test or start 
reviewing test results in detail.  
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For more details regarding to the test result, you can see it below A. Task Running Status, or B. Test 
Result/Report. Also, test results are saved as test logs files that can be reviewed as well.  
 

A. Task Running Status 

 

You can check the result of each task (Pass or Fail) in the Task Running Status field located on 
DApps-MPT’s main window.  
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B. Test Result/Report 

 
You can also view test results in the Test Result/Report section from DApps-MPT’s main window as well.  

a. Task List 

 

You can view all the tasks included in the test, along with the Active Ports that are used in these tasks. 
The result of these tasks (Pass/Fail) is displayed with green lights or broken red lights.  

 Task of the Active Port passes.  

 Task of the Active Port fails. 

If you move the cursor to the Green/Red lights, a little window contains detail information will pop up. 
Information listed in this window includes Task Pass/Fail, transmitting/receiving rate, CRC Error, X-TAG, 
Dribble Error, Align Error, Under/Over Size Packets, and how many times have you paused the test.  
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b. Counter Window 

 
You can view all test counters in the Counter Window. Those counters include the Status of 
Transmission and Reception of packets rate for Port A and Port B. Please refer the table below for the 
meaning of each counter. 

Tx Packet Rx DIChksum Error Rx Broadcast Rx 512-1023 bytes 

Transmitted packet 
Received Data Integrity 
(2nd level CRC Check) 
Error counts. 

Received Broadcast 
packet counts 

Received 
512-1023bytes length 
packet counts 

Rx Packet Rx IPChksum Error Rx IPv4 Rx 1024-1522 bytes 

Received packet Received IP Checksum 
Error counts 

Received IPv4 packet 
counts 

Received 1024-1522 
bytes length packet 
counts 

Tx Byte Rx Dribble Rx VLAN Tx ARP Request 

Transmitted byte Received Dribble Error 
counts 

Received VLAN packet 
counts 

Transmit ARP Request 
counts 

Rx Byte Rx Alignment Rx X-TAG Tx ARP Reply 

Received byte Received Alignment 
Error counts 

Received X-TAG tagged 
packet counts 

Transmit ARP Reply 
counts 

Tx Packet Rate Rx S/N Error Rx Undersize Tx ICMP Request 

Transmitted packets per 
second 

Received Serial Number 
Error counts. (Sequence 
Error counts) 

Received undersize 
packet counts 

Transmit ICMP Request 
counts 

Rx Packet Rate Rx Latency(us) Rx Oversize Tx ICMP Reply 
Received packets per 
second 

Latency time of 
Received packets 

Received oversize 
packet counts 

Transmit ICMP Reply 
counts 

Tx Byte Rate Collision Rx 64 bytes Rx ARP Request 
Transmitted byte per 
second 

Happen times courts of 
Collision 

Received 64 bytes 
length packet counts 

Received ARP Request 
counts 

Rx Byte Rate Rx Pause Rx 65-127 bytes Rx ARP Reply 
Received byte per 
second 

Received Pause packet 
counts 

Received 65-127 bytes 
length packet counts 

Received ARP Reply 
counts 

Rx Line Rate Rx Unicast Rx 128-255 bytes Rx ICMP Request 
Received packets on 
ports by second 

Received Unicast 
packet counts 

Received 128-255 bytes 
length packet counts 

Received ICMP 
Request counts 

Rx CRC Error Rx Multicast Rx 256-511 bytes Rx ICMP Reply 
Received CRC Error 
counts 

Received Multicast 
packet counts 

Received 256-511 bytes 
length packet counts 

Received ICMP Reply 
counts 
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C. Result 
You can view detail text result of any Task by clicking the Status column of that Task, and it will be 
showed on the Result tab menu located on the bottom part of DApps-MPT’s main window.  

You can copy these texts and paste them for reports.  
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D. Capture Report 

 
 
 
 

 
You can view captured packets in the Capture Report. To show the packets captured, please choose the 
Task first as shown in the figure on the right side, and choose the Active Port.  
Captured packets will be shown in the field down below after you’ve chosen the Task and the Active 
Port.  
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E. Test Report 
DApps-MPT regenerates test results automatically after tests have been finished. To 
view the test result for the current test, choose View on the Menu Bar, and then 
choose Latest Log.  

The test log will be displayed with Microsoft ® Notepad.  

 

You can choose to open the Log Folder and view all the saved log files as well by clicking View on the 
Menu Bar, and then choose Log Folder.  
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11. Appendix – Other Utility Softwares for NuDOG series 
There are several other optional utility softwares for NuDOG-301C/NuDOG-801/NuDOG-101T for different 
kinds of test requirements. The following section contains brief descriptions of these utility softwares.  

DApps-TAP: Network TAP/Loopback Utility 
For NuDOG-301C/NuDOG-801/NuDOG-101T, all data streams between two network ports can be 
duplicated and sent to PC via mini USB port for monitoring and analyzing. The user can specify conditions 
to filter the packets wanted with DApps-TAP application software. It reduces USB port’s network traffic and 
also cuts down PC resource consumption while dealing with large quantity of packets.  

DApps-SG: Control Suite for Multiple Streams Generator 
DApps-SG provides a powerful and sophisticated virtual front control panel to manage this device. Two test 
ports can be configured independently with parameters to define multiple streams and capture capabilities. 
Traffic for various network protocols can be customized, transmitted, and received on each port. 
Comprehensive statistics give users an in-depth analysis of the DUT performance. 

DApps-NIC: Network Interface Card Simulation Suite 
NuDOG-301C/NuDOG-801/NuDOG-101T has a mini-USB port for PC connection. In addition to network 
TAP, system control and system upgrade functions. NuDOG-301C/NuDOG-801/NuDOG-101T can also be 
used as a network interface card. With control software and NuDOG-301/NuDOG-801/NuDOG-101T’s 
hardware conversion, network data streams can flow between NuDOG-301C/NuDOG-801/NuDOG-101T’s 
USB and network port.  

DApps-2544: Test Suit Based on RFC 2544 
DApps-2544 is a user-friendly and automatic test suite based on industry-standard RFC 2544. It generates 
and analyzes packets to evaluate the Throughput performances, Latency, Packet Loss, and Back-to-Back 
of Ethernet switches or routers via this device. The real-time test results display and customized report 
provide an effective way when examining the DUT. 

DApps-2889: Test Suit Based on RFC 2889 
DApps-2889 is a user-friendly and automatic test suite based on industry-standard RFC-2889 (partial) to 
test the DUT. RFC 2889 provides methodology for benchmarking for local area network (LAN) switching 
devices, forwarding performance, congestion control, latency, address handling and filtering. It extends the 
methodology already defined for benchmarking network interconnecting devices in RFC 2889.  

DApps-MPT: Automatic batch tests for Ethernet device 
DApps-MPT is an accurate and efficient software suite for mass-production scale test or batch network test. 
Various packet generation and reception testing items could be configured to pre-defined testing modes. 
The utility of DApps-MPT can load testing models easily. All simple and visualized results and detailed 
testing logs are available to access upon demand. DApps-MPT is a powerful and convenient tool to apply 
on this device. 
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